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2. ABSTRACT 
With the advantages of characterized signaling centers, known regulatory 
networks and characterized mutants, vertebrate limb bud is a paradigm to 
study organogenesis. Classical and molecular experiments have identified 
major key components and have provided snap shot information about the 
underlying regulatory processes. The mechanisms that control the size and 
shape of the limb bud have to some extent remained elusive and quantitative 
data is missing. To that end, I have acquired high quality quantitative data 
from defined stages of mouse and chicken limb bud development. In addition, 
my research aimed to gain an integrative understanding of the limb bud 
development utilizing an in silico modeling approach. This was done by using 
real geometries and the gene expression domains of particular genes.   
For generating a quantitative dataset of mouse and chicken forelimb and 
wing bud growth, I have combined limb bud specific reporter expression, 
FACS analysis and 3-D imaging. We find that the growth and proliferation 
rates decline over time in a way that a biphasic growth behavior is observed. 
After the initial expansion, a distinct second phase starts around the stages 
when the hand plates are formed. Even though Sox9 positive cells have a 
lower proliferation rate, we show that the increasing conversion of Sox9 
negative cells into Sox9 positive chondrogenic progenitors alone cannot be 
responsible for the observed lowering in growth rates. This is due to the fact 
that the fraction of Sox9 positive cells remains constant at the time when the 
growth rate drops and the proliferation rates decrease in both Sox9 positive 
and negative populations. I propose that the decrease of growth and 
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proliferation rates over time is independent of the known limb patterning 
mechanism. 
For generation of the in silico limb bud model simulations, I first collected a 
4-D gene expression data set in mouse limb buds by combining RNA in situ 
hybridization with Optical Projection Tomography (OPT) analysis between 
embryonic day 9 (E9) and E12.5. Using these high-resolution image data 
sets, I extracted limb bud geometries to allow solving reaction-diffusion 
equations on these scaffolds. Our in silico model simulations show the spatio-
temporal kinetics of the molecular interactions that control initiation, 
propagation and termination of mouse limb bud development. Moreover, our 
model simulations are able to explain behaviors of various mouse limb bud 
mutants, which alter the levels and spatio-temporal kinetics of gene 
expression.  
Based on predictions from the OPT analysis and the in silico simulations, I 
have also evidence of an additional pathway that appears to regulate 
Gremlin1 expression during limb bud development. Firstly, using Prx-Cre 
mediated mesenchymal inactivation of the WNT pathway effector β-Catenin 
and specific inhibitors of the WNT pathway, I have shown that WNT pathway 
activity is required for the characteristic distal-anterior expansion of Grem1 
expression during progression of limb bud development E10.75 onwards. 
Using Hoxa13-Cre inactivation of the WNT pathway inactivation, I have shown 
that WNT signalling is also needed for characteristic Gremlin1 expression 
during hand plate development. 
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3. INTRODUCTION 
3.1 A brief introduction into vertebrate limb bud development  
The vertebrate limb bud is a prime model system to investigate the genetic 
and cellular responses that govern vertebrate organogenesis (Zeller et. al., 
2009). The fore- and hind limb buds emerge at defined positions 
perpendicular to the primary axis. Within three days a bulge of 
undifferentiated cells gives rise to an extremely complex structure, which has 
a defined asymmetrical arrangement of its skeletal elements.   
The limb bud is patterned along its three axes: proximo-distal (PD), antero-
posterior (AP) and dorso-ventral (DV) axis by distinct genetic mechanisms 
(Figure 1-A). The PD axis consists of three main skeletal domains: stylopod 
(humerus or femur) is the most proximal part, followed by zeugopod (radius, 
ulna/tibia/fibula) and the distalmost autopod (carpals, fingers/tarsals/toes) 
(Figure 1-A). The AP axis is established as ulna to radius and thumb to pinky. 
The DV axis of the limb differentiates the dorsal limb (knuckles, nails) and the 
ventral limb (pads, soles).  
About six decades ago, experimental manipulation of chicken limb buds 
has led to the discovery of the two main signaling centers in limb buds: the 
apical ectodermal ridge (AER) and the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA). 
These are the main regulators of the outgrowth and patterning of the PD and 
the AP axis as they secrete molecules that instruct the proliferation and fate of 
the progenitors that form the skeletal elements. For the DV axis, dorsal and 
ventral ectoderm is responsible for the pattern formation (Loomis et. al., 
1996).  
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Figure 1. Vertebrate Limb bud as model system for studying organogenesis 
(A) Skeletal preparation of a mouse limb at birth (left) and a chicken limb at day 15 of 
embryonic development (right). Bones and cartilages are stained with alizarin red and alcian 
blue respectively. Limb consists of Scapula (Sc), humers (Hu), radius (Ra) and ulna (ul). Digit 
identities are indicated with numbers. The basic bauplan is conserved among the vertebrate 
limbs, the orientation of proximo-distal, (prox-dist) and antero-posterior (ant-post) is indicated 
by the arrows (right, bottom). Visualization of signaling centers AER by Fgf8 (B) and ZPA by 
Shh (C) in situ hybridization. (Adapted from Benazet and Zeller, 2009) 
  Limb bud development has attracted the attention of modelers very 
early on. Ede and Law addressed the expansion of limb bud cell populations 
in their model (Ede and Law, 1969). In different models, they compared the 
impact of the homogenous cell division, cell division with a gradient, and cell 
division with a gradient plus distalward movement of cells. By combining the 
first and third model they could simulate the paddle like elongated shape of 
the late limb bud. By altering the outgrowth and division parameters, they 
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simulated the Talpid3 limbs, which show polydactyl by implementing higher 
cell division rates (Ede and Law, 1969). 
3.2 Limb bud patterning  
The grafting experiments and molecular and developmental genetics shed 
light on the key morphogens, receptors and transcription factors and what 
regulate vertebrate limb bud growth and patterning. Several key concepts and 
models were formulated to explain and understand limb bud morphogenesis, 
especially for each axis of the limb bud. 
3.2.1 Proximo-distal (PD) axis patterning 
The PD axis is mainly regulated by factors produced by the AER (Figure 1-B). 
Saunders observed that removal of the AER led to truncation of distal limb 
bud development. Removal of the AER at later stages led to the loss of more 
distal elements (Saunders, 1948). These observations led to the formulation 
of the progress-zone (PZ) model by Wolpert and colleagues (Summerbell , et. 
al., 1973). The progress zone was defined as the mesenchymal region 
underlying the AER. According to this model, cells are kept in an 
undifferentiated state by signals from the AER and their positional character is 
defined by the time they have spent in the PZ (Figure 2-A). Once cells leave 
the PZ, they are no longer under the influence of the AER and their identity is 
determined. Thus, this model suggests that PD patterning is regulated in a 
temporal- spatial manner. A recent study defines these factors from the AER 
as FGF and ectodermal WNT signals, which activate targets synergistically 
and keep the distal-mesenchymal cells in an undifferentiated state (ten Berge  
et.al., 2009). 
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The key signals expressed and secreted by the AER are fibroblast growth 
factor (Fgf) family members. This was discovered as the implantation of a 
FGF4 soaked bead rescues outgrowth and patterning following AER removal 
in chicken wing buds (Niswander  et. al., 1993). The FGF family is composed 
of 18 ligands and four transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptors. FGFs bind 
to their receptors with the help of heparane sulfate proteogylcanes (HSPG). 
Ligand induced dimerization leads to the activation of an intracellular kinase 
domain. MAPK signaling pathways are predominantly activated upon FGF-
receptor (FGFR) activation to regulate proliferation, survival, migration and 
differentiation (Corson et. al., 2003 , Turner and Grose , 2010). Four Fgf 
ligands are expressed by the AER: Fgf4, Fgf8, Fgf9 and Fgf17 (Sun et. al., 
2002). Fgf8 is the earliest activated gene and is the one required for the limb 
bud patterning since limbs lacking Fgf4, Fgf9 and Fgf17 develop normally 
(Mariani  et. al., 2008). Fgf10 is expressed in the limb bud mesenchyme and 
involved in the induction of Fgf8 expression in early limb bud development 
(Ohuchi  et. al., 1997). Embryos lacking Fgf10 do not develop limbs and limb 
bud outgrowth is arrested at a very early stage (Min et. al., 1998 , Sekine  et. 
al., 1999). Fgf8 also up-regulates the Fgf10 expression. Thus, the positive 
feedback is crucial for the limb bud initiation and outgrowth (Ohuchi  et. al., 
2000).  
Dudley and colleagues formulated the early specification model by 
studying chicken limbs. They found that the loss of distal elements is rather 
due to cell death upon the removal of the AER (Dudley  et. al., 2002). Using 
cell labeling and fate mapping experiments, they concluded that the limb bud  
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Figure 2. Models to explain PD axis outgrowth and patterning   
(A) Progress-Zone Model: the cells in the distal are kept undifferentiated by the signals 
derived from the AER. The identity of the cells is determined according to the time they spend 
in the PZ and as the cells leave the progress zone their identities are determined. (B) Two-
Signal Model: The PD identity is predominantly determined by two signals, the flank derived 
signal RA gives the proximal identity, whereas FGFs derived from the AER specify more distal 
identities. (C) Differentiation-Front Model: The distal limb bud mesenchyme is kept by the AER 
signal in undifferentiated state. As the cells leave the differentiation front, the combination of 
genes determine the fate of the cells. (Adapted from Zeller et. al., 2009)   
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cell fates are determined at a relatively early stage and that the compartments 
expand by proliferation. However, no specific markers that support this model 
have so far been identified. 
The experiments performed by Mercader and colleagues have led to the 
two-signal model. According to this model two opposing signals, retinoic acid 
(RA) from the flank mesenchyme and the FGFs from the AER pattern the PD 
axis of the limb (Mercader, et. al., 2000, Figure 2-B). RA is a proximalizing 
factor and controls proximal identities by regulating Meis1 and Meis2 genes. 
FGF signals from the AER promote the distalization of the limb bud and 
regulate the expression of Hoxa13 and Hoxa11. In a spatial and temporal 
model using realistic limb bud domains and partial differential equations 
(PDE’s), the RA and FGF pathways and their interactions were studied 
(Probst et. al., 2011). RA is needed for proximal limb bud elements (Mercader 
et. al., 2000), where FGF signals promote distal limb bud formation (Mariani 
et. al., 2008). AER-FGFs that are enhanced by SHH upregulate Cyp26b1, 
resulting in RA clearance from the distal limb bud compartment (Probst et. al., 
2011). The PDE model predicted an additional interaction, where RA inhibits 
FGF signals at the proximal part, which was confirmed experimentally (Probst 
et. al., 2011). Additionally, RA binding to its receptors limits its diffusion and 
receptor saturation would enable RA to form a gradient to specify the PD axis 
(Probst et. al., 2011). Further studies using chicken limb bud manipulation 
support the RA gradient-based PD axis specification (Cooper et. al., 2011, 
Rosello- Diez et. al., 2011). Furthermore, in mouse limbs lacking Fgf4, 9 and 
17, the Meis1 gene expression is expanded (Mariani et. al., 2008). However, 
the functional relevance of RA is still a debated topic since the detection of the 
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RA levels that is present in the limb is not possible and the concentrations 
used in the experiments might induce teratogenic effects (Kawakami  et. al., 
2013). Recently, some experiments have challenged the effect of RA (Zhao, 
et. al., 2009, Cunningham et. al., 2011). Retinaldeyde dehydrogenese-2 and -
3 (Raldh-2, -3) mutant mice are deficient for RA synthesis and die around 
E8.5. These mutant mice have normal limbs after RA supplement to the 
mother mice. This indicates that RA is necessary for the limb bud induction 
but not for the limb patterning (Zhao  et. al., 2009). 
Wolpert and Tabin formulated the differentiation front model in order to 
reconcile AER removal experiments with these molecular data. According to 
this model, the distal limb bud mesenchyme is kept in an undifferentiated 
state by AER-FGFs. When proximal mesenchymal cells leave the proliferative 
zone at the proximal border, which is called the differentiation front, they will 
be determined and activate Sox9 expression. Cells leaving the 
undifferentiated proliferating zone will be committed according to 
transcriptional regulators expressed at the time they are no longer under the 
influence of AER-Fgf signals (Tabin  and Wolpert, 2007, Figure 2-C). Various 
Hox transcription factors such as Hoxb11 for the zeugopod and Hoxa13 and 
Hoxd13 for the autopod elements are key regulatory factors in these 
processes. 
In summary, various models for PD axis development and patterning have 
been proposed. More integrative models are needed to understand the global 
behavior of the key signals that regulate the patterning along this axis.  
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3.2.2 The spatio-temporal control of antero-posterior (AP) axis  
Saunders and Gasseling performed transplantation experiments of various 
regions of the limb bud mesenchyme in the chicken embryos. The 
transplantation of cells from the posterior mesenchyme to the anterior margin 
resulted in mirror image duplications (Saunders and Gasseling, 1968). Thus, 
AP axis patterning is coordinated by a mesenchymal group of cells located in 
the posterior of the limb bud, termed ZPA or polarizing region (Figure 1-C).  
The french flag model was proposed by Wolpert and utilized to explain 
how digit identities are determined by a diffusible morphogen produced by the 
ZPA (Wolpert , 1969). This morphogen diffuses from its source and forms a 
gradient. This gradient instructs digit identities according to concentration 
thresholds. For example, the highest concentration induces the posterior-most 
digit 4 in chicken wing buds, an intermediate concentration will induce the digit 
3 and the lowest concentration induces digit 2 (Figure 3-A). This was evident 
from grafting experiments: when the ZPA of the donor chick limb bud was 
transplanted to the anterior of the recipient limb bud, the result was a mirror 
image duplication, 4-3-2-2-3-4 for the chicken limb (Figure 3-B,C). In line with 
the model, smaller grafts resulted in partial duplications.  
Around two decades later, SHH was discovered as key morphogen 
produced by the ZPA. This was shown by grafting experiments using chicken 
fibroblasts overexpressing SHH (Riddle et. al., 1993). SHH expressing cells 
induced mirror image duplications when grafted into anterior limb buds (Riddle  
et. al., 1993). Although SHH is the major regulator of the AP patterning, there 
exists a pre-patterning mechanism that is active in the early limb bud stage 
before the activation of Shh.  
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Figure 3. French flag model  
(A, B) French flag model. Concentration gradient of the morphogen is formed from the source 
(ZPA) to the sink (anterior mesenchyme). Activity thresholds giving rise to digit identities are 
represented with blue, white (intermediate concentration) and red (low concentration) colors 
(left). The digit pattern is 2-3-4 (right). (C) The chicken engrafting experiments. Donor ZPA 
engrafted into the anterior mesenchyme of the host limb bud gives rise to mirror image 
duplications (left) generating a 4-3-2-2-3-4 digit pattern (right). (Adapted from Benazet and 
Zeller, 2012, Gilbert 10th edition and Iber and Zeller, 2012) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Upon the limb bud initiation Gli3 and Hand2 genes are activated in the 
anterior and posterior of the limb bud, respectively. In Gli3 deficient limbs, 
Hand2 expression extends to the anterior mesenchyme (teWelscher et. al., 
2002a). In Hand2 deficient limbs, Gli3 expression is expanded to the posterior 
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part of the limb (teWelscher et. al., 2002a). Thus, these genes mutually 
antagonize each other (teWelscher et. al., 2002a, Figure 4-A). Limbs deficient 
for both Hand2 and Gli3 completely lack AP axis identities and are 
polydactylous (Galli  et. al., 2010). Recently, a chip-seq analysis using limb 
buds that express endogenous HAND2 protein fused to 3xFLAG epitope 
identified genome-wide binding sites of this transcription factor. This analysis 
identified Tbx3 as a key downstream effector of Hand2 to restrict Gli3 
expression to the anterior of the limb bud mesenchyme (Osterwalder  et. al., 
2014).  
In Shh deficient limb buds limb patterning is disrupted and only one 
zeugopodal element and one digit are formed (Chiang  et. al., 1996, Figure 4-
B). The proximal-most structures were patterned normally, suggesting Shh 
signaling does not regulate stylopod patterning (Chiang  et. al., 1996). The 
loss of skeletal elements in the Shh deficient limb is caused by massive cell 
death in the limb bud mesenchyme (Zhu et. al., 2008). However, the removal 
of both Shh and its transcriptional mediator Gli3 from the limb bud leads to 
polydactylous limbs similar to Gli3 (Xt) mutant limbs (teWelscher  et. al., 
2002b, Litingtung  et. al., 2002). This suggests that the main role of SHH is to 
counteract the processing of GLI3 into GLI3-repressor (GLI3R), which blocks 
SHH targets transcriptionally in the posterior limb bud (Wang et. al., 2000, 
Figure 4-C). Additional studies revealed that AP axis patterning is a more 
dynamic and complex process. By activating the LacZ reporter using Shh-
Cre-GFP mouse genetic fate mapping of the ZPA-descendant population 
(Shh descendants) was achieved (Harfe et. al., 2004). This analysis identified 
that in mouse limb buds, Shh descendants contribute to digit 5,4 and partially  
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Figure 4. Patterning of the AP axis  
(A) Pre-patterning of the AP axis upstream of Shh activity. HAND2 and GLI3 restrict and refine 
the boundaries of the counterpart to the posterior and anterior mesenchyme, respectively. 
HAND2 and 5’ HOXD factors activate Shh expression. (B) Skeletal preparation of Shh mutant 
limb. Limb buds lacking Shh show massive malformation and possess only one zygopod 
element and one digit. Scapula (Sc), Clavicle (Cl), humerus (Hu), radius (Ra) and digit1 (D1) 
is formed (C) Spatial gradient model. Diffusion of SHH from the ZPA creates a GLI3R gradient 
across the limb bud mesenchyme by inhibiting processing of full length GLI3. Red lines 
indicate the activity and digit identity thresholds.  (D) Temporal gradient model. Shh 
descendants contribute to digits 5, 4 and partially to digit 3. Digit 2 and parts of digit 3 are 
specified by long-range SHH signaling. Digit 1 is patterned independent of SHH signaling. (E) 
Genetic analysis by inactivating Shh at different developmental time points identify that 
patterning role of Shh is early and transient. Subsequently, Shh is required for proliferative 
expansion and determination of the specified digit identities. (Adapted from Benazet and 
Zeller, 2012)    
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to the digit 3 (Harfe  et. al., 2004, Figure 4-D). The mesenchymal cells acquire 
a kinetic memory of the time and dose of exposure to SHH, which is ultimately 
interpreted to establish their AP identities in the limb bud. 
The inactivation of a conditional Shh allele using Hoxb6-Cre ERT2 at 
different developmental time points showed that SHH plays a role in not only 
patterning but also for the survival and proliferative expansion of the limb bud 
mesenchymal progenitors (Zhu  et. al., 2008). Shh has an early transient role 
in patterning to regulate digit identity and an extended growth promoting 
phase in which the digit precursors that form the digit primordial are generated 
(Zhu  et. al., 2008, Figure 4-E).  
 In summary, AP axis patterning is regulated first by the pre-patterning 
mechanism involving Hand2 and Gli3 and then by SHH signaling in a spatially 
and temporally coordinated manner. The AP and PD patterning are controlled 
by strictly regulated, complex mechanisms.  
3.2.3 The epithelial-mesenchymal SHH/GREM1/AER-FGF 
signaling feedback loop  
Already the early experiments by Zwilling suggested that the two signaling 
centers might somehow be linked. ZPA grafts gave rise to digit duplications 
only if engrafted close to the AER (Zwilling  et. al., 1956). After the 
identification of the genes produced in the AER and ZPA, it was found that 
AER-Fgf expression requires SHH signaling and in turn Shh expression 
depends on AER-FGF signaling (Laufer  et. al., 1994, Niswander et. al., 
1993). The secreted BMP antagonist GREMLIN1 (GREM1) was identified as 
a key mesenchymal component mediating these so-called epithelial-
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mesenchymal (e-m) feedback loop (Zuniga  et. al., 1999, Khokha  et. al., 
2003, Michos  et. al., 2004).  GREM1 is required to protect the AER-FGFs 
from BMP factors by antagonizing them and to establish the 
SHH/GREM1/AER-FGF e-m feedback signaling loop. In Grem1 deficient limb 
buds, the e-m feedback loop is disrupted and the expansion and specification 
of distal limb bud elements are aberrant (Khoka et. al., 2003, Michos et. al., 
2004). By combining mouse genetics and mathematical modeling, it was 
shown that the e-m feedback loop is initiated by BMP4 and than propagated 
by SHH through differential transcriptional activity (Benazet et. al., 2009, 
Figure 5). BMP4 is required for the establishment of the AER but is an 
inhibitor of the AER-FGFs. During the initial high BMP4 activity, BMP4 
activates its antagonist Grem1 in a fast feedback loop, which rapidly reduces 
the BMP activity thereby enabling the establishment of SHH/GREM1/AER-
FGF feedback loop (Benazet. et. al., 2009, Figure 5). The termination of the 
system could be achieved by the expanding population of SHH descendants 
and the widening gap between Shh and Grem1 expression domains (Scherz  
et. al., 2004). Additionally, a late negative feedback loop from AER-FGFs to 
Grem1 terminates the SHH/GREM1/FGF feedback system (Verheyden  and 
Sun, 2008). Thus, interconnected feedback loops define a self-regulatory 
signaling system that differentially impacts on Grem1 expression (Benazet 
and Zeller, 2009).  
Since the Grem1 is the key regulator of the e-m feedback loop, the 
understanding of its expression is of major importance. Grem1 expression is 
highly dynamic and regulated by several pathways. In early limb buds BMP4 
activates Grem1 expression in a fast feedback loop, whereas Shh enhances 
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Figure 5. SHH/GREM1/AER-FGF feedback loop  
The interlinked signaling feedback loops show self-regulatory properties. During the initiation 
phase, high Bmp4 levels are required for the establishment of the AER and activation of 
Grem1. During the propagation phase BMPs inhibit the FGF signals and GREMLIN1 
antagonizes the BMPs and protect the AER. FGF signals can regulate the PD outgrowth and 
Shh activation. In the termination phase, the Shh expressing domain is wide apart from Grem1 
and AER-Fgf’s have an inhibitory effect on Grem1 expression, which leads to termination of 
the e-m feedback loop. (Adapted from Zeller et. al., 2009)   
 
Grem1 expression via the e-m feedback loop (Panman et. al., 2006, Benazet 
et. al., 2009). During the hand plate formation and digit ray condensations, 
GLI3 was shown to inhibit Grem1 in the anterior parts of the limb, which 
results in limb bud mesenchymal progenitors to exit from the proliferative cell 
cycle phase and to initiate the differentiation (Lopez-Rios et. al., 2012). 
Furthermore the AER-FGF signaling inhibits Grem1 in advanced limb buds, 
which results in termination of the e-m feedback signaling system (Verheyden 
and Sun, 2008). HoxA and HoxD genes were also shown to regulate the 
anterior expansion of the Grem1 expression (Sheth  et. al., 2014).  
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Several cis-regulatory modules (CRM) have been identified that regulate 
the Grem1 expression. A 70 kilobase (kb) CRM was discovered to be critical 
for the expression of Grem1 in mouse limb buds (Zuniga  et. al., 2004). This 
CRM is localized between exons 19-23 of the neighboring Formin1 (Fmn1) 
gene (Zuniga et. al., 2004). Within this 70 kb CRM, a highly conserved 
Gremlin regulatory sequence 1 (GRS1) leads to a comparable expression 
pattern to Grem1-LacZ (Zuniga  et. al., 2012). A 438-bp Gli3-binding region 
that is located >100kb downstream of the Grem1 locus can give rise to similar 
expression pattern to endogenous Grem1 expression (Vokes  et.al., 2008). 
This CRM is called Gli responsive element 1 (GRE1). Transgenic mice 
expressing this element were shown to respond to Shh signaling (Li et. al., 
2014). However, the removal of this element showed that it is not essential for 
the Grem1 expression and suggested redundancy among the CRMs 
regulating Grem1 in the limb bud (Li et. al., 2014).  
3.2.4 Dorso-ventral (DV) limb axis patterning   
The dorsal-ventral polarity of the limb bud is determined by the limb ectoderm. 
Classical analysis showed that rotation of the limb ectoderm with respect to 
the mesenchymal core results in a partial reversal of the DV axis (MacCabe  
et. al., 1974). One signal that appears important in specifying DV polarity is 
WNT7A. Wnt7a is expressed in the dorsal ectoderm in chicken and mouse 
limb buds (Parr et. al., 1995). Genetic inactivation of Wnt7a results in 
ventralized limbs, i.e bilateral sole pads, which show that Wnt7a induces 
dorsal mesenchymal identities (Parr et. al., 1995). Engrailed-1 is expressed in 
the ventral part of the ectoderm and restricts the expression of Wnt7a to the 
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dorsal ectoderm (Loomis et. al.1998). Engrailed-1 deficient limb buds lose DV 
polarity and develop secondary AERs and ectopic ventral digits (Loomis et. 
al., 1998). 
The patterning of the limb bud along the three axes is strictly coupled with 
growth. Most key genes that regulate the patterning along the limb bud axes 
also regulate the limb bud proliferation and outgrowth in order to expand the 
mesenchymal cell pool to form functional digits in later stages. How this is 
accomplished in the limb bud is the subject of the following section. 
3.4 Proliferation and outgrowth of the limb bud 
Compared to the gene functions in patterning, the roles in controlling cell 
proliferation during the limb bud development is less understood. Initial 
analyses cell proliferation were performed using chick limbs by characterizing 
the mitotic index in sections by hematoxylin and eosin staining. The mitotic 
index was quantified to be 10 % in the early stage chicken limb buds and was 
shown to gradually drop during the patterning phase (Hornbuch  and Wolpert, 
1970). Cell density in the chicken limb buds was revealed to increase over the 
developmental stages and to correlate with the mitotic indexes (Summerbell  
and Wolpert, 1972). Fernandez-Teran and colleagues measured proliferation 
and apoptosis patterns in the chick and mouse limb buds by pH3 and TUNEL 
staining. Limb bud cells display a rather homogenous pattern of proliferation 
and very dynamic apoptosis patterns that are related to the formation of 
different skeletal elements of the stylopod, zeugopod and autopod (Fernandez 
-Teran and Ros, 2006). 
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Several signaling pathways that regulate the proliferation and 
outgrowth of limb buds have been identified. Ectodermal WNT signaling 
controls proliferation by regulating N-myc (tenBerge et. al., 2008). N-MYC is 
member of MYC family of proteins that mediate cell cycle entry (Trumpp  et. 
al., 2001) and was shown to regulate the cell cycle in mouse limb buds (Ota 
et. al., 2007). Furthermore, WNT inhibits differentiation by blocking Sox9 
expression (tenBerge et. al., 2008). FGF8 produced by the AER has a 
synergistic effect on both functions of WNT signaling (tenBerge et. al., 2008). 
SHH signaling is coupled with growth to provide and digit specification 
(Towers  et. al., 2009). Cyclopamine mediated inhibition of SHH signaling 
disrupts cell cycle and proliferative expansion of mesenchymal progenitors 
and results in the loss of posterior digit identities (Towers et. al., 2009).  
Besides the progenitor proliferation of the cells, active and biased 
movements of mesenchymal cells are of great importance for normal limb bud 
outgrowth and patterning (Gros  et. al., 2010). Fluorescent labeling of the 
early chicken limb buds allowed Vargesson and colleagues to produce fate 
maps of the limb bud mesenchyme and AER (Vargesson  et. al., 1997). The 
fate maps showed that most of the wing skeleton arose from the posterior half 
of the wing bud and only the sub-apical mesenchyme gives rise to digits. Also 
the AER extends anteriorly, but not in concert with the mesenchyme, which 
indicated that mesenchymal cells might be actively moving or displaced. 
Recently, combination of GFP electroporated chicken limb bud slices 
culture with live two-photon microscopy allowed the quantification of the 
velocity and cell division planes of the mesenchymal progenitors (Gros et. al., 
2010, Figure 6-A). This analysis showed that distal cells have an increased  
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Figure 6. Live imaging of limb mesenchymal cell movements and proliferation  
(A) Projection of 15 h time series view of cell movements of GFP electroporated chick embryo 
(left). Cell tracks of time-lapse experiment (middle). Schematic representing of cell movement 
and direction (right). (B) Transverse sections of WT; XGFP+/- and (C) Wnt5a-/- ; XGFP+/-  mouse 
embryo displaying morphologies of GFP expressing cells (left) and schematics representing 
the cell shape (middle). Net cell movements measured from time-lapse experiments are 
shown with arrows (right). (D) Chick limb bud electroporated with MEK1 constitutively active 
construct to mimic FGF activity at higher levels.  Cell tracks of time-lapse experiment (middle). 
Schematic representing of cell movement and direction (right). The cells have shown 
drastically increased distal ward movement. (Adapted from Gros et. al., 2010)    
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velocity (3.6 µm/h) compared to central (2 µm/h) and proximal cells (1.2 
µm/h). The cells exhibit oriented cell division in the direction of the AER. In the 
mouse, similar velocity and cell behaviors were observed. Since WNT/planar 
cell polarity pathways have been shown to regulate both the oriented 
movement and cell division in developing embryos, this pathway is a 
candidate regulator of directed cell movement. Wnt5a is expressed with a 
proximal-to-distal bias in the mesenchyme and ectoderm of mouse and 
chicken limb buds and Wnt5a deficient mice show malformed skeletal 
elements with shortened limbs. Live imaging suggests that there is an around 
40% decrease in velocity in Wnt5a deficient limb buds (3.6 µm/h) in 
comparison to WT controls (6 µm/h). In the chicken limb buds, grafting of 
Wnt5a expressing cells in the center of the limb bud induced a reversal of the 
cell movements. Thus, the WNT5A pathway controls both cell movement and 
orientation of the mesenchymal progenitors in the limb bud (Figure 6-B, C). 
Assessing the cell morphologies, Gros and colleagues define distal, central, 
dorsal and ventral cell orientation bias. Additionally, the effect of the FGF 
pathway was investigated since FGF-4 was suggested to be a chemo-
attractant in limb buds (Li  and Muneoka, 1999). A dominant-negative form of 
the FGF/ERK pathway signal transducer MEK1 and FGF inhibitor SU5402 
were used to establish that FGF/ERK signaling promotes cell movement but 
not orientation of the cell division (Gros et. al., 2010, Figure 6-D). 
By combining 3-D imaging and modeling, the hypothesis that “Isotropic cell 
proliferation with higher proliferation rates at the distal end can explain limb 
bud outgrowth” was challenged (Boehm et. al., 2010). Boehm and colleagues 
extracted the shapes of an E11 and E11.25 mouse and performed simulations 
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for the proliferation events for 6h. Double labeling experiments using IddU and 
BrdU were used to determine the cell cycle times in the neighboring sections 
(Figure 7-A). The cell proliferation rate measurements showed higher rates in 
the distal mesenchyme. However, using cell proliferation parameters, the 
simulated E11.25 limb was massively different from the real limb bud shape 
(Figure 7-B). Using parameter optimization with the initial and final shape, 
they could explore the growth dynamics and conclude that directional cell 
movement is needed for limb bud elongation (Figure 7-C). Thus, in agreement 
with Gros and colleagues, it was found that directional cell activities rather 
than a PD gradient of cell proliferation rates controls limb elongation (Boehm 
et. al., 2010). 
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Figure 7. 3-D FEM model of limb bud proliferation  
(A) Cell Cycle times measured from double-labeling experiments are implemented in a 3-D 
model. (B) The proliferation rates converted into a source term in a Navier-Stokes equation. 
By simulating the growth rate, the initial limb at E11.0 (gray) fails to give rise to the same 
growth pattern of the real E11.25 (blue) limb bud. Simulated shape is much smaller (green). 
(C) Parameter optimization suggests that directed cell behaviors (proliferation, migration) are 
needed for simulation of correct shape. Initial embryo at E11.0 (gray), simulated limb bud at 
E11.25 (green), real limb bud at E11.25 (blue). (Adapted from Boehm et. al., 2010)   
 
3.5 Differentiation and formation of digit identities  
Limb bud mesenchymal progenitors proliferate rapidly and are committed 
as either chondrocyte progenitors or other cell types. The committed 
progenitors from densely packed condensations and differentiate into 
chondrocytes (Akiyama  et. al., 2002). The chondrocytes produce an 
extracellular matrix (ECM) that are cartilage specific and contains aggrecan 
and collagen type II. Combining live imaging with high density mesenchymal 
cell cultures, BMP signaling was shown as critical regulator for cell 
compaction during mesenchymal condensations, whereas Sox9 is required 
for the maintenance of cell morphology to promote cartilage differentiation 
(Barna  and Niswander, 2007). Sox9 is the earliest marker that identifies the 
chondroprogenitors and differentiating chondrocytes (Ng  et. al., 1997). The 
Sox9 heterozygous mice die at postnatal day 20 (P20) with hypoplasia of all 
ossified skeletal elements. In embryonic limbs of Sox9 heterozygous mice the 
mesenchymal condensations and precartilaginous mesenchyme show 
reduced alcian blue staining (Bi  et. el., 2001). This result is consistent with 
human campomelic dysplasia disease caused by heterozygous mutations in 
the human Sox9 gene (Akiyama  et. al., 2004). Deletion of Sox9 from limb bud 
mesenchyme leads to complete absence of limb cartilage and bone (Akiyama 
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et. al, 2002). The Sox9 deficient limb buds showed an intact AER and normal 
paddle shape at E 11.5 suggesting Sox9 is not needed for limb bud 
outgrowth. The transcription factor Runx2, which is required for osteoblast 
differentiation, is not detected in the mutant limbs, suggesting that Sox9 is 
required for Runx2 expression (Akiyama et. al., 2002). The limb buds that are 
deficient for Sox9 show massive cell death, indicating that Sox9 is required for 
cell survival (Akiyama et. al., 2002).  
Several major regulators of Sox9 expression in the limb were described 
(Hill et. al., 2005, Akiyama et. al., 2004, Benazet et. al., 2012). The WNT 
signaling mediated by β-Catenin is a major negative regulator of Sox9 and 
Sox9 represses β-Catenin mediated transcriptional activity (Hill et. al., 2005, 
Akiyama et. al., 2004). The WNT signals inhibit Sox9 expression and confine 
it to the core of the limb bud (Akiyama, 2004, Hill, 2005). WNTs also regulate 
the delicate balance between the Runx2 positive osteoblasts by limiting the 
Sox9 positive chondroblasts (Hill et. al., 2005). Inactivation of both BMP 
receptors BMPR1a and BMPR1b results in loss Sox9 expression (Yoon  et. 
al., 2005). Thus, BMPs are required for chondrocyte proliferation, survival and 
differentiation (Yoon et. al., 2005).  
How digit numbers and identities are determined remained a main 
question for several decades. The deletion of Smad4, an essential mediator of 
the TGF-β/BMP pathways from the limb bud mesenchyme leads to the loss of 
hand plate elements, where early Sox9 distribution remained similar (Benazet 
et. al., 2012). Smad4 deficiency blocked the condensations of Sox9 positive 
progenitors. Thus Smad4 is needed for the formation of digit ray primordia 
and chondrogenic differentiation (Benazet et. al., 2012). 
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Figure 8. Turing pattern  
Schematic illustrations of two different cases of Turing pattern. Self-activating u also activates 
also v, which in turn inhibits both (a). The resulting pattern is shown in (c). In the case of (b), 
self-activating u inhibits v but itself is activated by v. The resulting pattern is shown in (d). 
(Modified from Murray Mathematical Biology II.) 
 
Alan Turing proposed a system of two components, so called 
morphogens, which can interact with each other and diffuse through tissue. A 
homogenous system with noisy initial conditions may develop patterns or 
structures due to a diffusion driven instability (Turing , 1952, Figure 8-D).  
 
According to this model, networks of molecules with positive and negative 
feedback in production and consumption of the molecules and different 
diffusion rates leads to non-uniform pattern formation (Newman  and Bhat, 
2008). The Turing model is based on a reaction-diffusion (RD) system and 
many biological systems were suggested to be explicable with a Turing 
model, including the pigmentation of animal skin (Kondo  and Asal, 1995), 
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feather germs (Prum and Williamson et. al, 2002), hair follicles (Sick  et. al., 
2006) and teeth (Salazar -Cuidad and Jernvall, 2002). Turing type models 
were repeatedly used to explain digit formation (Newman and Frisch, 1979, 
Sheth  et. al., 2012, Badugu  et. al., 2012, Raspopovic  et. al., 2014). Newman 
and Frisch simulated digit patterning in chicken limbs (Newman and Frisch, 
1979). The same group suggested TGF-ß2 to be the Turing molecule four 
decades later and performed simulations on growing limb bud domains 
(Hentschel  et. al, 2004). By simulating a network consisting of BMP4 and 
BMP receptor as parts of a Schnakenberg-type Turing model, digit patterns of 
wild type and several mutants can be reproduced (Badugu et. al., 2012). 
These simulations were performed in realistic limb bud shapes that were 
extracted from 2-D limb bud images. FGFs were modulators of this core 
Turing model (Badugu et. al., 2012). The model was sensitive to the domain 
size and enlarged domains cause an increased digit number in concordance 
with the biological data. Sheth and collegues removed distal Hox genes 
(Hoxa13, Hoxd11-Hoxd13) from the Gli3 mutant background, which caused 
more severe polydactyly (Sheth et. al., 2012). They proposed a Turing 
network of unknown components, where Hox and Fgf genes are modulators 
of the system (Sheth et. al., 2012). In Raspopovich et. al., a Turing network 
consisting of Bmp-Sox9-Wnt core elements was simulated in growing 
domains to explain digit formation. Inhibitors of BMP and WNT pathways were 
simulated and compared to the simulations (Raspopovich et. al., 2014).  
Taking together, the gene regulatory networks governing limb bud 
morphogenesis are well studied and characterized extensively using mouse 
mutants at the morphogen, transcription factor and receptor level. Next step is 
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the integration of the available data at gene interaction and quantitative level 
to gain better understanding how limb bud patterning regulated. Systems 
biology approaches that combine molecular and genetic methods with 
mathematical modeling and imaging are therefore of great importance for the 
future experimental advances. 
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4. AIMS OF THE THESIS 
The knowledge about the regulation of limb bud shape and size is sparse and 
quantitative data is missing to evaluate models and hypotheses. We sought to 
create quantitative data sets of limb bud development from E9 (22 S) to E12 
(54 S), which covers developmental period for the initiation of limb bud 
outgrowth to digit formation. To reach this goal, I used inducible limb bud 
specific GFP expression in combination with FACS analysis to determine the 
number of mesenchymal cells. Subsequently, I performed an OPT analysis to 
determine the volume and length of all axes of mouse the limb buds. This 
quantitative analysis evidenced two phases of limb bud outgrowth. Next, I 
used BrdU assay for the characterization of the proliferation dynamics of the 
differentiating and non-differentiating cells at the stages adjacent to the two 
phases and evaluated the impact of the osteo-chondro progenitors for the 
proliferation regulation. 
Limb bud development had been modeled intensely, but mostly using 
idealized static domains. However, the size of the limb bud changes almost 
an order of magnitude from its onset until the digit identities are outlined. 
Therefore, I created an in silico model and performed simulations in real 
geometries using selected gene expression domains as markers of signaling 
centers to gain an integrative understanding of limb bud development. This 
was only possible using an interdisciplinary approach that combines the 
experimental and genetics expertise from Prof. Zeller’s group with the know-
how of mathematical simulations from Prof. Iber’s group. To create in silico 
geometries in real size and shape for the simulations, I established optical 
projection tomography (OPT) imaging in the laboratory and optimized image 
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acquisition and processing. This included reduction of noise, increasing zoom 
and resolution by single limb bud scanning with a rotation axis along the PD 
limb axis. We proceeded with geometry extraction and growth calculations to 
produce 2-D limb bud geometries with growth dynamics. Using these limb bud 
shapes, we simulated molecular network interactions that govern initiation, 
propagation and termination of limb bud development. The model can explain 
the gene expression alterations in a significant fraction of limb bud mutants. 
Based on the OPT analysis and modeling, I predicted the Grem1 expression 
might be controlled by the WNT pathway. I verified this prediction using 
genetic analysis and inhibition of the WNT pathway in limb bud cultures.  
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5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
5.1 Mouse husbandry and experiments with mouse embryos 
5.1.1 Ethics statement 
The mouse experiments were approved by the legally required regional 
commission in strict accordance with Swiss law. All studies were classified as 
grade zero, implying minimal suffering of animals.  
5.1.2 Mouse strains and embryo isolation 
Wild type (WT) embryos for OPT analysis were collected by crossing C57BL/6 
males with NMRI females. For cell-counting experiments Prx-Cre mice (Logan  
et. al., 2002) were crossed with βactin-GFP mice (Jägle  et. al., 2007) to 
permit fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of limb bud mesenchymal 
cells. Prx-Cre mice was crossed with R26-LacZ (Soriano, 1999) for the OPT 
analysis. Conditional inactivation of the WNT pathway was achieved by 
crossing the Prx-Cre mice with β-Cateninfl/fl mice (Brault  et. al., 2001). For 
embryo isolation, the pregnant females were sacrificed using CO2 and the 
abdomen was sterilized using 70% EtOH. The uterine horns containing the 
embryos were dissected into ice-cold Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). 
Dissections were performed as rapid as possible and embryos were staged 
according to somite numbers. Embryos were fixed in 4% Paraformaldehyde 
(PFA, Sigma) overnight at 4 °C. Following this, the embryos were washed 
three times in PBS and dehydrated in a series of increasing methanol 
concentrations (25% to 100%) in PBS containing 1 % Tween-20 (PBT). 
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5.2 Egg incubation and chicken embryo isolation 
Fertilized chicken eggs were bought from Animalco AG (Staufen, 
Switzerland). The eggs were incubated at 37 °C with 50 % humidity. The 
upper part was marked for the air bubble and the eggs were turned on a daily 
basis to avoid attachment of the embryo to the shell. The developmental 
stage of the embryos was monitored by opening a window on the shell. In 
case of a too early stage, the eggs were incubated longer. For isolation, the 
blood vessels were removed using surgical scissors and the embryo was 
lifted off in a spoon and placed in PBS until fixation. Embryos were fixed in 4% 
PFA (Sigma) overnight at 4 °C. Following this, the embryos were washed 
three times in PBS and dehydrated in a series of increasing methanol 
concentrations (25% to 100%) in PBS containing 1 % Tween-20 (PBT). 
5.3 Histology techniques 
5.3.1 Cryo-sectioning of limb buds 
The embryos were fixed with 4% PFA on ice for 45 min and washed three 
times with PBS. A 10% sucrose gradient was performed overnight at 4°C. The 
next day, the embryos were incubated 20% and following 30% sucrose until 
they were equilibriated, i.e. sank in the solution. The limb buds were 
embedded in a 1:1 mix of 30% sucrose and optical cutting temperature 
compound (OCT, Tissue-Tek®) and stored at -80°C. The cryo-blocks were 
sectioned using a cryostat (Leica) at 7-15 µm. The slides with sections were 
stored at -80°C until use. 
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5.3.2 Immunofluorescence using limb bud sections 
Slides were removed from the -80 °C freezer and dried at room temperature 
(RT) for 15 min. Following this, the slides were washed three times in PBS 
and permeabilized in 0.2% TritonX-100 in PBS at RT for 20 min and again 
washed in PBS three times. The slides were labeled using a thick-inked pen 
(Dakopen, Dako) and blocked using 1% BSA for 1 h at RT. The primary 
antibody diluted in the blocking solution was added to the slides and 
incubated at 4°C overnight. The slides were washed three times for 10 min in 
PBS and once with PBT for 5 min. The secondary antibody diluted in the 1 % 
BSA was added and incubated for 1 h at RT. Afterwards, the slides were 
washed three times with PBS at RT and stained with 5 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 
in PBS for 10 min at RT. The slides were transferred to a glass tray and 
washed thoroughly using PBS three times for 5 min. After the last wash, the 
remaining PBS was removed and sections were covered using mowiol and a 
cover slip. After that they were kept for 2 h in the dark at RT. The slides were 
stored at 4°C in the dark for long-term storage. 
5.4 Limb bud cultures 
Embryos were carefully dissected in tissue culture grade PBS at RT and 
placed in a pre-equilibrated Limb Culture Medium (see below) until 
processing. ∆-Grids (EMBL Heidelberg) are placed in 24 well plates and 2 ml 
of LCM was pipetted on the grids without generating air bubbles. Hind limb 
buds and inner organs were removed from the embryos using sharp forceps. 
The trunks with forelimb buds were pinned on the grids using steel insect pins 
(FST, Heidelberg, Germany). Inhibitors were added at the desired 
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concentration and 1 ml of the medium was replaced in the 24-well plate. 
Following gentle pipetting to mix the medium with the inhibitor, the surplus 
medium was removed such that the trunk was just covered with medium. The 
trunks were incubated at 37°C and in 6 % CO2. For grafts of beads or cell 
aggregates were inserted in limb buds following generation of a slit using 
tungsten needles. The exact position of each graft was recorded in the 
protocol book. The trunks with grafts were incubated as described above. 
Following incubation, the trunks were washed three times in PBS and fixed in 
4 % PFA at 4°C overnight, then the limbs were washed three times in PBT 
and dehydrated (see 5.1.2, 5.2). The trunks were stored at -20°C until use. 
 
Limb culture medium: 
DMEM High Glucose (Gibco), 1 % L-glutamine (Gibco), 0.5% Penicilin-
Streptomycin (Gibco), 1% non-essential amino acids (Gibco), 1% sodium 
pyruvate (Gibco), 1% D-glucose (45% Solution, Sigma), 0.1% L-ascorbic acid 
(200 mg/ml, freshly made and 0.22 µm-sterile filtered, Sigma), 1% lactic acid 
(20 mg/ml, freshly made and 0.22 µm-sterile filtered, Sigma), 0.1% D-
biotin/Vitamin B12 (0.2 mg/ml D-Biotin and 40 µg/ml Vitamin B12 in DMEM, 
0.22 µm-sterile filtered and stock solution kept at -20°C, Sigma), 0.1% PABA 
(2 mg/ml in PBS, 0.22 µm-sterile filtered and stock solution kept at -20°C, 
Sigma). 
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Inhibitors used: 
Inhibitor Concentration (µM) 
IWP2 (Tocris) 2  
SU5402 (Santa Cruz) 10  
LDN2 (Sigma) 4 
5.5 Determination of limb bud cell numbers using FACS and 
fluorescent beads 
For cell counting experiments, the Prx-Cre+/Cre; βactin+/GFP embryos were 
inspected under UV light using a FITC filter to identify embryos with green 
fluorescent limbs. The embryos were kept in cold PBS and, upon dissection, 
split to get individual limbs, also keeping flanking trunk parts. The limbs were 
dissociated in 1x Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) containing 1 mg/ml 
collagenase D (Roche) and 50µg/ml DNase I (Roche) at 37 °C in FACS tubes 
to avoid loss of cells (Figure 1-A). Limb buds were pipetted up and down 
every 10 min to prepare a single cell suspension. Biosphere tips (Sarstedt) 
were used to avoid attachment of cells to pipet tips. The total duration of the 
dissociation procedure was 20 min for early limb bud stages and 25-30 min 
for stages older than E11. Single cell suspensions were kept on ice until the 
next treatment step. Polystyrene fluorescent beads (TruCountTM, BD 
Biosciences) were suspended in 1 ml PBS and counted for 1 min at the 
highest strength of the “Low” flow channel of the FACS Fortessa and was 
detectable in the green and red channels (BD Biosciences, Figure 1-B). The 
total bead count was between 2200 to 2300 (Figure 1-C). The TruCountTM 
tubes contained 48809 beads. For an accurate cell number determination, the 
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flow of the beads and cells has to be constant (Figure 1-D,E). The counted 
volume was calculated using the following formula: 
Vcount = (Bead Count / 48809) x 1000    (1) 
 
For each individual limb bud cells were counted for 1 min (CellCountRaw) and 
the total number of cells (CLimb) was calculated as following: 
CLimb = Vcount = (CellCountRaw / VCount) x 2000    (2) 
 
 
Figure 1. The method of quantification of limb bud mesenchymal cells 
(A) Dissected single limb buds are dissociated mildly in a collagenase buffer directly in the 
FACS tubes to get a single cell suspension. (B) BD TrucountTM Beads suspended in 1 ml PBS 
fluoresce strongly (red arrowhead, top-left). (C) Six replicates of bead measurements and the 
average value are shown in the graph (bottom-right). The variation among each measurement 
is around 3 %. (D) Limb bud cells showed constant flow during the measurements. (E) The 
beads also show constant flow during 1 min measurement time (red arrow-head, top right 
panel) and are used to calibrate the counting volume with the formula indicated. 
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5.6 BrdU labeling of limb bud cells 
1 mg of BrdU was injected into pregnant females 4h and 2h prior to embryo 
dissection. The embryos were dissected as described above and used either 
for FACS or IF analysis (see below). 
5.6.1 Analysis of cell proliferation by FACS analysis using 
BrdU labeling 
The forelimbs of the litters were dissected such as to encompass the Prx-Cre 
expression domain. Around 20 dissected forelimbs were pooled into a single 
FACS-tube for collagenase-dissociation into single cell suspension (See 5.5). 
Following dissociation, cells were centrifuged for 30 sec at 13000 rpm. The 
supernatant was removed and the cells were washed in 1 ml PBS. Next, the 
cells were suspended in 100 µl PBS and 1 µl Zombie (BD) solution was 
added to each tube. This staining was done in order to eliminate necrotic or 
late apoptotic cells that are not in the debris in the FACS plot. Cells were 
stained for 15 min at RT in the dark. BrdU staining for FACS analysis was 
performed using the APC BrdU Flow kit (BD-PharmingenTM) as follows: 1 ml 
Perm/Wash buffer was added to Zombie stained cells and centrifugation was 
done for 30 sec at 13000 rpm. Supernatant was removed and cells were re-
suspended in 200 µl HBSS containing lineage antibody mixture (EpCAM, 
CD31, TER119, CD45, CD11b, Gr1b) coupled to avidin. Cells were stained 
for 15 min on ice to remove the blood and endothelial cells as follows: 1 ml 
HBSS was added and the cells were centrifuged. Then, the cells were stained 
in HBSS containing Biotin-491 for 5 min and the 1 ml HBSS wash was 
repeated. The cells were re-suspended in 200 µl fixation buffer (BD-
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Pharmingen BrdU kit) and incubated for 20 min on ice, in the dark. Following 
this, the cells were washed in 1 ml PBS and later in 1 ml Perm/Wash buffer 
(BD-Pharmingen BrdU kit). The cells were re-suspended in 500 µl freezing 
medium (10% DMSO, 90% FBS) and stored at -80 °C for at least two days. 
On the day of analysis, the cells were removed from -80 °C, washed in 1 ml 
Perm/Wash buffer and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1 min. The supernatant 
was removed and the cells were re-fixed in 200 µl fixation buffer for 5 min. 
After washing the cells in 1 ml Perm/Wash buffer, they were washed in 1000 
µl PBS and treated in 300 µg/ml DNase I at 37°C for 1 h (150 µl end volume). 
Next, the cells were washed in 1 ml Perm/Wash buffer and incubated in 
Perm/Wash buffer containing 1:50 anti-BrdU antibody for 20 min at RT. 
Following, the cells were washed in 1 ml Perm/wash buffer and stained with 
anti-GFP (1:1000, Lubio Biosciences) in 50 µl Perm/Wash buffer. After 
washing, the cells were stained with 7AAD for DNA content and analyzed 
using the BDTM FACSAria III.  
5.6.2 Immunofluorescence analysis of BrdU incorporation 
The BrdU treated embryos were fixed in ice-cold 4% PFA on ice and washed 
three times in PBT. The embryos were embedded and sectioned as explained 
above in the histology section. The sections were washed three times in PBS 
for 5 min at RT upon removal from -80 °C. Then, the sections were 
permeabilized using 0.3% Tween-20 in PBS for 20 min at RT. Following this, 
DNA denaturation was performed by using 1 N HCl for 10 min at RT and 2 N 
HCl for 10 min at RT. The samples were incubated at 37 °C for 20 min and 
neutralized with 0.1 M pH 8.6 Borate Buffer for 15 min at RT. Next, the 
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sections were blocked using 10 % goat serum and 0.3 % Triton-100 in PBS 
for 1 h at RT. Following this, the sections were incubated with the primary 
antibody (rat anti mouse anti-BrdU antibody, 1:1000 in blocking buffer) 
overnight at 4°C. The samples were washed three times in PBS and 
incubated with the secondary antibody (goat anti rat Alexa-555) for 1 h at RT. 
Samples were washed three times in PBS and stained using DAPI for 5 min, 
washed three times in PBS and mounted using mowiol. Samples were kept at 
4°C in the dark until imaging. 
5.7 Nuclei counting  
For z-stack confocal imaging, limb buds of mouse embryos at 10.5 with 34-36 
somites were fixed in 4% PFA for 45 min on ice and whole mount stained 
using Hoechst at 40 µg/ml for 20 min at RT. The limb buds were sectioned 
using vibrotome (Leica) at 40 µm sections. The thick sections were embedded 
on depression slides using mowiol and imaged with a Leica SP5 Confocal 
microscope using 20X objective. 20 µm Z-stack images were recorded. The 
images were processed using IMARIS software and virtual cubes of 40x40x20 
µm were cut. Using the 3-D slider, nuclei that were fully inside the cube were 
quantified for proximal, central and distal limb bud regions. 
For the limb buds of mouse embryos at E 9 (18 somites), all nuclei were 
counted. The embryos were fixed as described above and embedded in 1:1 
30% sucrose-OCT mixture. Next, 7 µm sections were cut and stained in 0.1 
µg/ml Hoechst for 15 min. 20x images were done as described above and 
nuclei were counted using ImageJ.  
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5.8 Digoxigenin-labelled RNA riboprobe synthesis 
The plasmid encoding the cDNA of interest was linearized and the antisense 
riboprobes were synthesized using the appropriate (T7, T3 or SP6) RNA 
polymerase with the DIG RNA labeling kit (Roche). The digoxigenin labeled 
riboprobes were precipitated with ethanol and linearized polyacrylamide as 
carrier and they were washed with ethanol. The SpeedVac dried riboprobes 
were resuspended in TE buffer (10 mM Tris HCl pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0) 
and stored at -20°C.  
5.9 Whole-mount in situ hybridization 
For whole mount in situ hybridization experiments (WISH), embryos were 
rehydrated in stepwise MeOH/PBT suspensions (100% MeOH to 100 % PBT 
by 25 % steps). Next, the embryos were bleached in 6 % H2O2 for 15 min and 
washed in PBS. Following, the embryos were treated in 10 µg/ml Proteinase 
K (PK) for 15 min (25 min. for embryos older than E11.5). For the AER 
probes, PK treatment was performed for 5 min at 5 µg/ml concentration. The 
digestion reaction was stopped by replacing the PK solution with 10 µg/ml 
Glycine in PBS. Then, the embryos were washed three times with PBT and 
re-fixed for 20 min at 4 °C with 4 % PFA- 0.2 % gluteraldehyde solution. After 
fixation, embryos were washed three times in PBT. The embryos were 
incubated in prehybe solution (50% deionized formamide, 5xSSC pH 4.5, 2% 
BCI blocking powder (Roche), 0.1 % Tween-20, 0.5%CHAPS (Sigma), 50 
µg/ml yeast RNA (Sigma R8759), 5mM EDTA, 50 µg/ml heparin (Sigma 
H5515)) at 70 °C for at least 2 h and then incubated in Probe mixture (10 µl 
antisense RNA diluted in 1 ml Prehybe) overnight at 70 °C. If the probe was 
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used for the first time, it was denaturated at 85 °C for 5 min and added to 
prewarmed prehybe solution at 70°C. 
 On the Day 2, the hybridization buffer containing the probe was replaced 
by prewarmed prehybridization buffer. This buffer was changed to 2xSSC 
(0.3M NaCl, 0.03M sodium citrate pH 4.5) gradually by a series of 25%, 50%, 
75% with 5 min incubations at 70°C. The embryos were incubated with 20 
µg/ml RNase A in 2xSSC, 0.1 % CHAPS for 45 min at 37°C. Next, the 
embryos were washed twice with maleic acid buffer (100 mM maleic acid 
disodium, 150 mM NaCl pH 7.5) for 10 min at RT and twice for 30 min at 
70°C. Then, three washes in freshly prepared TBST (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM 
KCl, 25 mM Tris-HCl, 1% Tween 20), each for 5 min, were performed. This 
solution was replaced by blocking solution (10% lamb serum/TBST) for at 
least 1 h at RT. Following the blocking step, the embryos were incubated with 
blocking solution containing 1:5000 anti-digoxigenin-Fab-AP fragments 
(Roche) overnight at 4°C. 
On Day 3, the embryos were washed at RT with TBST five times, for 1 h 
each, and washed with TBST overnight. 
On Day 4, the embryos were washed with NTMT solution (100mM NaCl, 
100mM Tris-HCl pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2,1% Tween-20) for 10 min three times 
at RT and incubated in BM-Purple solution at RT (Roche). The staining was 
monitored regularly to check the intensity and specificity of the signal. The 
staining reaction was stopped by replacing BM-Purple with PBT. The embryos 
were post-fixed with 4 % PFA. In case of Optical Projection Tomography 
(OPT) imaging, the developing solution was 175 µg/ml BCIP (Roche) and 20 
µg/ml NBT (Roche). 
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Following WISH, embryos were washed for 48 h in PBT at 4°C. Limb buds 
were dissected from the embryos, keeping a small trunk part to help with 
handling and avoid damage. 
5.10 Whole mount LacZ staining of embryos 
Embryos were fixed in fixing solution (1% Formaldehyde, 0.2% 
Gluteraldehyde, 0.01% Sodium Deoxycolate, 0.02 % NP-40). After 30 min of 
fixation, the embryos were washed 3 times with PBS.  After the last wash PBS 
was replaced by Staining Solution (1 mg/ml X-gal in dimethyl formamide, 0.25 
mM K3Fe(CN6), 0.25 mM K4Fe(CN6), 0.01 mM NP-40, 0.4 mM MgCl2, 1 % 
sodium deoxycolate in PBS). Embryos were incubated at 37 °C in a rotating 
incubator oven. Staining was monitored every hour, in case of weak staining, 
overnight staining was performed. 
 5.11 PCR  
The following primers were used to genotype the indicated mouse lines: 
 
 Forward Reverse 
Bactin-GFP CATGAAGCAGCACGACTTCT GCTTGTCGGCCATGATATAG 
BetaCatenin AAGGTAGAGTGATGA AAGTTGTT CACCATGTCCTCTGTCTATTC 
PrxCre GGCTCTCTCCTTAGCTTCCC CCTGGCGATCCCTGAACATGTCC 
R26-LacZ Forward1:  
AATCCATCTTGTTCAATGGCCGATC 
Forward2:  
GGCTTAAAGGCTAACCTGATGTG 
Reverse1: 
CCGGATTGATGGTAGTGGTC 
Reverse2: 
GGAGCGGGAGAAATGGATATG 
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5.12 3-D imaging using Optical Projection Tomography 
The stained embryos using ISH or LacZ were washed in 50 ml PBS for three 
days prior to OPT imaging. Next, embryos were re-fixed in 4 % PFA for 1 h at 
4°C and in 1 % gluteraldehyde overnight. Following extensive washes in PBT, 
the sample was transferred to 1 % low melting point agarose (Sigma) in deep 
10 cm plastic dishes (Sterilin) with the least PBS possible. When limb bud 
were to image, single limb buds with small trunk parts were dissected for best 
orientation and image quality. The center of the dish was marked for the 
trimming procedure. The dish containing the sample was transferred onto a 
cooling plate and the sample was positioned using Pasteur pipets with closed 
ends to the center of the dish and mid-depth of the agarose. The sample was 
kept straight along the rotation axis that is chosen for imaging. After the 
agarose had solidified completely, the embedded limb bud was cut out as a 
cube of agarose using a razor blade, around 5x5x5 cm size. The cube was 
carefully dried using tissue paper and glued to the OPT magnets using 
cyanoacrylate glue (Patex). Then, the cube was trimmed to an octagonal 
prism, avoiding imperfections in the agarose and sharp egdes, and finally 
dehydrated in 100% technical grade MeOH overnight. The next day, the 
MeOH was replaced once more to completely remove the water from the 
agarose. The fully dehydrated samples were incubated overnight in 1:2 
Benzyl alcohol- Benzyl Benzoate (BABB) solution. The samples were imaged 
using the OPT Bioptonics Scanner 3001. First, the sample was loaded onto 
the center of the magnet holder. Then, the Skyscanner software was used to 
adjust the rotation axis from each side of the sample. The sample was 
positioned in the middle of the viewing axis. The exposure time in the bright 
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field for colored stains was adjusted according to staining intensity and the 
background of the sample, in general between 20-60 milliseconds (ms). In the 
GFP channel (425/40nm, 475nmLP), the auto-fluorescence of the embryo 
was captured to reconstruct the 3-D limb bud anatomy. The exposure time 
was adjusted to the embryonic stage and staining and was between 400-1000 
ms. Imaging was performed using a step size of 0.9 degrees that produces 
400 images in each channel, at 1024x1024 resolution and at 3.1 µm voxel 
size. 3-D raw images were reconstructed using NRecon software that uses a 
filtered-back transformation into 16 bit TIFF format which enabled improved 
segmentation of the signal for image processing. Bioptonics viewer software 
was used for visualization, 3-D optical sectioning and taking snapshot images. 
The AMIRA software was used for the production of 3-D geometries, 
measurements and morphing of the different stages (see below). 
5.13 Image processing and generation of in silico limb bud 
domains 
Visualization and image processing of the OPT images was performed using 
the Amira 5.4. 3-D images in 16 bit TIFF format were loaded onto Amira as 
two channel images. The bright field channel was used to show the gene 
expression and the GFP channel was used to capture the anatomy of the limb 
by detection of the autofluorescence. Images were visualized using the 
VolRen module in VRT format. Images were segmented using AMIRA-
segmentation tool. For each channel a new label field (material) was added to 
keep domain identities separate. The signal was segmented using the 
thresholding tool. High signal to noise ratio of OPT images allowed robust 
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identification and segmentation of gene expression domains. The segmented 
3-D image was inspected using the 3D toggle for its quality. In case of 
incomplete domains, the 3-D brush tool was used to complete the domain. 
The segmented images with label fields were used for measurement and 
quantification. For volumetric measurements, the voxel count of each sample 
and channel was calculated using AMIRA-measurement tool. The voxel count 
in 3-D allowed calculation of the volumes of the samples. 
Segmented images were aligned and registered for different genes to the 
correctly staged embryo using an arithmetic tool. To avoid a very dense 
mesh, the image was resampled by 1:3 in each dimension. Using the 
SurfaceGen module, the surface mesh was created from segmented images. 
The segmented data were smoothed three times with a sigma value of 0.3. To 
increase the quality of the mesh, i.e. the regularity of the triangles, the remesh 
module was used to reduce the mesh size by 80% at each step. This process 
was iterated up to seven times until the element size was around 20000 mesh 
elements. The surface was inspected for quality using the SurfaceView 
module. To create a 3-D volumetric domain from this surface mesh, the 
Tetragen module was used to create a volumetric mesh. For each subdomain, 
the desired number of tetrahedral elements was entered. This mesh was 
saved in I-DEAS universal data format. The data was opened using Gmesh 
software and saved as a Nastran Bulk data file. The resulting file extension 
was changed from UNV to DAT to make it compatible with the simulation 
software COMSOL Multiphysics. In COMSOL, a 3-D model was created and 
the mesh was imported under the Mesh module. 
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Different limb bud stages were aligned in 3-D using specific landmarks on 
the trunk and limb buds like the AER, the anterior-posterior limb bud-lateral 
mesenchyme borders or hand plate for the later stages. Using the SurfaceCut 
module, 2-D sections were extracted from the aligned 3-D image series. From 
2-D sections, boundaries were created using the Intersect module and saved 
in ASCII format. Limb bud boundaries were processed in MATLAB 2013b to 
smooth and fine-tune the subdomains of the limb bud, which were then 
imported into COMSOL separately. 
For the calculation of the displacement fields, a diffusion based method or 
registration point-to-point method was used (performed by Zahra Karimaddini, 
See Publication 4 in the Appendix). COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b with the 
MATLAB LivelinkTM function was utilizied to solve reaction diffusion equations 
and perform plotting and screening of the results of the simulations. 
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6. RESULTS 
6.1 OPT imaging for a 3-D analysis of limb bud development  
OPT imaging is a suitable method to obtain 3-D limb bud morphologies and to 
determine gene expression patterns in wild type (WT) and mutant mice 
(Sharpe  et. al., 2002). I established the OPT method in the laboratory. By 
optimizing the sample preparation, imaging and visualization steps I was able 
to get high quality 3-D images for further quantitative analysis. For image 
analysis, a professional image processing software is required. I compared 
IMARIS, Amira, Drishti, Simpleware, Meshlab, Rhino and 3-D Slicer and 
decided to use Amira because it was performing best for performing 
measurements, 3-D domain creations, subdomain identifications for gene 
expression patterns and morphing of limb buds.   
6.1.1 The basics of OPT imaging  
Projection tomography allows collection of data that integrate the measured 
property along a linear projection traversing the entire specimen. These raw 
data sets are transformed using a filtered back-projection algorithm to recover 
the original structure of the specimen (Quintana and Sharpe et. al., 2011). For 
OPT imaging, the specimen is immersed in an index-matching benzyl-
benzoate-benzyl alcohol solution (BABB, in 2:1 proportion) to decrease the 
light scattering. The specimen is rotated on a 360° rotation axis perpendicular 
to the optical axis (Figure1-A, Sharpe et. al., 2002). OPT positions the focal 
plane halfway between the rotation axis and the edge of the specimen that is 
closest to the lenses. This maximizes the acquisition of focused information 
from the specimen and minimizes the imaging time (Sharpe et. al., 2002). 
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Light passes through the specimen in straight lines, which allows creation of 
high-resolution images back-projection algorithm (Figure1-B, Sharpe et. al., 
2002) and visualization of gene expression or protein localization patterns.  
6.1.2 Analysing tissue development with OPT 
The OPT has two imaging modes: the bright-field-OPT and fluorescent-OPT. 
The bright-field-OPT enables imaging of colored stains for β-Galactosidaase 
and WISH (Figure 1-C-G). I found that the maximum intensity projection 
rendering of 3-D images (Figure 1-E) enables excellent visualization in 
comparison to the manual adjustment of the signal in two channels (Figure1-
D). The organs of interest can be analyzed by image cropping and 
segmentation and processed further (Figure 1-E). However, I realized that the 
dissection of the limb buds and imaging of single limbs result in better images 
for the following reason: On the one hand, the rotation axis and adjustment of 
the focal point are improved. On the other hand, due to the smaller size of the 
specimen, higher zoom and lower voxel size can be used (data not shown). 
Adult tissues up to 5 mm can also be imaged at high quality using this 
technique (Figure 1-G). The second mode, the fluorescent-OPT, enables the 
imaging of fluorescent specimens such as lung buds. These were stained 
using whole mount immunofluorescence detection of E-CADHERIN to 
visualize the lung bud epithelium (Figure 1-H).  
6.1.3 Virtual sections and isosurfaces of OPT images 
OPT allows not only to image 3-D gene expression patterns but also to 
inspect optical sections in any plane of virtual section, which provides a 
powerful tool to analyze phenotypes. OPT analysis of whole-mount Decorin  
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Figure 1. OPT imaging  
(A) An OPT specimen is 
embedded in an agarose gel and 
cleared prior to imaging in BABB 
medium. The specimen is rotated 
around 360° and a CCD camera 
records 400 images at 0.9 
degrees intervals. (B) The 
projections accumulated form a 
reconstructed image (0°, 90° and 
180° are indicated). (C) An 
E10.75 embryo stained for Ptch1 
expression using LacZ staining. 
(D) OPT imaging allows the 
production of high quality 3-D 
images from the embryos: the 
OPT image of the embryo from 
(C). (E) Maximum intensity 
projection rendering provides 
higher signal to noise ratio and 
improved visualization. (F) The 
high magnification image of the 
right forelimb bud of the embryo 
shown in (E). (G) Cerebellum of 
a 6-week old Ptch1-LacZ mouse 
reveals the distribution of β-
galactosidase. (H) Fluorescent-
OPT imaging of a lung bud 
epithelium from an E11.5 mouse 
embryo stained for E-CADHERIN 
(provided by D. Menshykau). 
(The panels A and B adapted 
from Quintana  and Sharpe, 
2011) 
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expression in E12.5 limb buds represent a good example for the importance 
of the virtual sections analysis (Figure 2-A). DECORIN is a major component 
of connective tissue and organizes collagen fibers. Using OPT analysis, we 
discovered that Decorin expression is excluded from the cartilage 
condensations in limb buds in the digit forming territory and from the 
condensations in the stylopod and zygopod (Figure 2-B). This specific 
localization was completely lost in the Smad4-deficient forelimb buds, which 
fail to form cartilage condensations (Appendix, Figure-8 in Publication 1). 
Additionally, using OPT, we have also been able to show Ptch1 expression is 
not upregulated in the mesenchyme of the bovine limb buds (Appendix,  
Figure-3 in Publication 2). 
Iso-surfaces rendering can be used to visualize the anatomy of the limb 
buds as solid structure and colors. This technique increases visibility of diffuse 
staining and expression in e.g. the core mesenchyme (Figure 2-C,D). This is 
especially important when comparing gene expression patterns of WT and 
mutant specimens. Iso-surface rendering enables analyzing the localized 
gene expression. Using iso-surface rendering, we have discovered that Sox9 
expression is progressively reduced in the distal arch that normally forms digit 
primordia in Smad4-deficient forelimb buds. In contrast, Sox9 expression 
domain was thickened in the primordia that will form the zeugopod elements  
(Figure 4 in Appendix, Paper 1). 
In addition to virtual section and iso-surface rendering, OPT enables 
calculating the volumes and measuring the axis lengths of embryonic samples 
accurately.  
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6.2 A quantitative analysis of limb bud growth and 
proliferation 
We took a quantitative approach to characterize limb bud outgrowth and the 
underlying cellular dynamics. We assessed the proliferation rates of the limb 
buds at different stages and determined the numbers of limb bud 
mesenchymal cells. We found that the expansion of limb bud cells shows an 
exponential behavior and that there are two distinct phases of this proliferative 
expansion. Careful analysis of the quantitative data indicated that the data 
Figure 2. Optical Sectioning and isosurface production from 3-D images   
(A) A mouse forelimb bud at E12.5 (60S) and detection of the Decorin transcript 
distribution by OPT. a,b,c indicate the sections shown in (B). (C) Sox9 expression in a WT 
E12.5. (D) Isosurface rendering of the Sox9 expression domains shown in panel (C). 
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sets can be explained an exponential decay model in the underlying growth 
rates. 
6.2.1 Quantitative analysis of volumetric growth reveals the 
decrease in limb bud outgrowth 
To study the limb bud growth kinetics, we used OPT imaging (Sharpe, 2002) 
of limb buds whose mesenchyme was marked by Prx-Cre (Logan et. al, 2002) 
driven LacZ expression (R26-LacZ, Soriano et. al., 1999, Figure 3-A). The 
limb bud volume was determined from the 3-D morphologies using the AMIRA 
software package (Figure 3-B,C). We staged embryos according to the somite 
number (S). The resulting developmental sequence reveals how the limb bud 
grows as a bud, before assuming its paddle-like shape (Figure 1-F). By 
plotting the limb bud volume against the somite stages, we noticed an initial 
exponential expansion, which slowed down around the stages of hand plate 
formation (Figure 3-E).  Overall, the limb bud volumetric growth data, V, could 
be fitted well with a biphasic exponential growth law  
!"!" = 𝑘𝑉          (1) 
with k = 0.143 [S-1] in the first phase and k = 0.053 [S-1] in the second phase. 
This was necessary as a single exponential growth law fails to fit initial and 
late stages (Figure 3-F). The first pair of somites are formed at E 8.3 in the 
mouse, and additional somites are formed initially every our and at later 
stages every 2-3 hours (Tam , 1981). Therefore, from 22S to 30S 90 min was 
approximated for the formation of a somite pair and from 31S to 54S two 
hours were assumed for somite formation. In absolute times, the biphasic 
growth behaviour is thus even more pronounced.  
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The extrapolation of limb bud size at 60S using phase II parameters 
correctly estimated the limb bud size, whereas phase I parameters 
significantly overestimate the size (Figure 3-G). 
The 3-D morphology allowed us also to determine the expansion of the 
proximal-distal (PD), anterior-posterior (AP), and dorsal-ventral (DV) axes 
over time (Figure 4-A). This analysis showed that the main growth occurs 
along PD axis, whereas the DV axis remains within the range of 200-350 µm. 
The AP axis expands predominantly after 35S and approximately doubles in 
length. The AP and DV axis display heterogeneities due to curvature (Figure 
4-C-F). The previously mentioned biphasic expansion was also observed for 
the PD axis  (Figure 3-G,H). In particular, the length of the PD axis can be 
fitted with an exponential growth (see Eq. 1) with k = 0.097 [S-1] during the 
initial phase and k = 0.034 [S-1] in advanced limb buds. 
Intriguingly, the switch from phase I to phase II occurs when the hand 
plate emerges (S40-S45) and the Sox9 positive condensations are formed. IF 
analysis suggested that the Sox9-positive mesenchymal progenitors in the  
Figure 3. Limb bud growth analysis in 3D shows biphasic behavior of volume 
and axis growth 
(A) PrxCre; R26-LacZ limb buds were scanned using OPT and image segmentation and 
voxel quantification allowed calculation of the volumes. (B) Raw OPT image of a 37S limb 
bud. (C) Segmented 3-D image of a 37S limb bud. (D) The volume data was fitted to two 
different exponential graphs, with the values of =0.143 S-1 for the phase I and k=0.053 S-1 
for the phase II. (E) Representative 3-D images of limb bud at the stages indicated (22S to 
54S). (F) A Single exponential growth law fails to fit global data points. (G) Limb bud size 
at E12.5 (60S) was predicted correctly using the parameters from phase II, whereas a 
global fit overestimates the real limb bud size. (H) Using the oblique slicer tool, 3-D 
images were oriented and axis measurements performed. (I) The PD axis measurement 
data could also be fitted to two different exponential graphs, with values of k= 0,097 S-1 for 
the phase I and k = 0.034 S-1 for the phase II. 
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Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of limb bud outgrowth dynamics  
(A) The mouse limb bud PD axis expands in an order of magnitude from E9 (22S) to E12 
(54S) in three days of development. In contrast, DV and AP axis do not show a 
comparable expansion. (B) PD axis outgrowth appears exponential and a single fit fails to 
capture all datasets. (C, D) Measurement of a E10.5 (37S) forelimb bud AP and DV axes 
in different limb bud regions suggests dependence of the value on the measurement point. 
The values A-D in panel (C) are plotted in panel (D). (E, F) Analysis of a E11.5 (49S) 
mouse forelimb bud.  
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condensations proliferate at lower rates (tenBerge et. al., 2008). Thus, we 
wondered whether the observed switch in growth rates could be caused by 
such a change in proliferation of condensing and/or differentiating cells.  
6.2.2 Quantitative analysis of cell numbers reveals the 
reduction in proliferation of limb bud mesenchymal 
progenitors 
To quantify the cell numbers in the limb bud mesenchyme, we used Prx-Cre 
mice to conditionally activate GFP expression (β-actin-GFP mouse, Jägle et. 
al., 2007, Figure 5-A). A single cell suspension was prepared from dissected 
limb buds directly in the FACS tubes to avoid cell losses (See methods 
section). Dissociated mesenchymal progenitors were neither washed, nor 
filtered or centrifuged to avoid re-aggregation and/or loss of cells. To 
determine cell numbers, timed counting of cells in defined subfraction 
volumes calibrated using TruCountTM tubes with polystyrene fluorescent 
beads was done. Non-limb cells, including the flank mesenchyme, are GFP 
negative (Figure 5-B). We also gated dead cells, which amounted to 8-12 % 
of all cells (Figure 2-B, red arrow-head). The GFP positive limb bud 
mesenchymal progenitors represented mostly singlets had a round 
morphology after sorting (Figure 5-B, green arrow-head).  
Using this approach, we quantified cell numbers from 22S to 54S 
(Figure 5-C). As for the measurements of the limb bud volumes (Figure 3-D), 
we observe a biphasic exponential expansion rate is apparent (Figure 5-C). 
The doubling time in the two exponential phases can be calculated according 
to  
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Figure 5. Quantitation of limb bud mesenchymal cells indicates that the increase in cell 
numbers shows a biphasic behavior  
(A) Prx-Cre driven GFP expression labels all forelimb bud mesenchymal cells. (B) GFP 
positive cells are gated and quantified. Imaging of sorted GFP+ cells confirms this single cell 
states (green arrow head). The procedure results in overall 8-12 % cell death (red arrow 
head). (C) Limb bud mesenchymal cell numbers can be fitted using an exponential function 
with two phases, k=0,165 S-1 for the phase I and k=0.087 S-1 for the phase II. (D) The 
exponential fit estimated the cell numbers at 18 somite stages as around 500 cells. Nuclei 
counting of all sections results in average 4512 cells (± 975, n=4) in the initial limb bud. (E) 
Cell density over indicated stages is calculated using volumetric measurements and cell 
numbers. Mesenchymal cell density increases constantly until E11 (40S) and decreases 
thereafter. (F) Confocal imaging aided estimation of cell densities at E10.5 (34-36S) points to 
similar values obtained by OPT/FACS analysis. No difference was observed in different 
regions of limb bud mesenchyme. 
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!"!" = 𝑘𝐶         (2) 𝑡! =    !"  (!)! .         (3) 
When we fitted the two phases with the switch between 42 and 46S (Figure 2-
C), cell doubling times for the first phase are 7h and 16h for the second 
phase. Previously, the doubling time of mesenchymal progenitors was 
estimated to be 11h for E11 hind limb buds (Boehm  et. al., 2010). This 
represents about the average of both phases that we now defined.  
A single limb bud contains around 12000 mesenchymal cells at 22S 
and consists of about 30000-40000 cells at 28-30S, when Shh expression is 
initiated. Limb buds first emerge around 16S, and we extrapolated our 
measurements to estimate the number of mesenchymal cells around limb bud 
initiation. By extrapolating phase I to 18S the number of mesenchymal cells 
estimated to be around 5500 cells. Additionally, 7 µm sections of the whole 
limb bud at 18S was prepared and stained with Hoechst to reveal nuclei. 
Using nucleus segmentation, we quantified the total cell number in these limb 
buds, which were close to values extrapolated from FACS analysis 
(4512±974, n=4). Taken together, these results show that the initial limb bud 
consists of about a few thousand mesenchymal progenitors. 
The proliferation rate is higher than the volume expansion rate, and the 
cell density (cells per volume) increases over time (Figure 5-E). In fact, cells 
undergo five doublings during 58 hours (the real time approximation of 22S to 
54S), while the limb bud volume doubles only four times. However, 
proliferation is reduced earlier than the volume increase, such that the cell 
density declines around S40 and then stabilizes (Figure 5-E). The maximal  
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cell density corresponds to about 1 cell per 1000 µm3.  Interestingly, the 
volume of 1000 µm3 corresponds the typical volume a fibroblast (Lang  et. al., 
1992), thus suggesting that from 37S onward, limb buds are densely packed 
with mesenchymal cells. We confirmed the estimated cell densities by 
counting nuclei in the proximal, center and distal regions of 34-36S limb buds, 
using the IMARIS software (Figure 5-F). Cell numbers on thick vibrotome 
sections were determined by counting the nuclei contained completely inside 
a 40x40x20 µm cube using z-stack confocal images of 30 µm of limb buds. 
The cell number per 1000 µm3 volume was calculated, which corresponds to 
0.96 ± 0.12 and no regional differences were observed (Figure 5-F). We 
obtain 0.70 ±0.18 this stage based on FACS-measured cell numbers and 
OPT volumes (Figure 5-E) but we note that already slightly later (37-39S), the 
cell densities has increased to 1.10 ± 0.26 cells per 1000 µm3 volume. The 
two methods thus yield comparable results. 
We conclude that cell density is highest slightly just prior to the switch 
in the growth and proliferation rates. Around the time of the switch point, the 
hand plate emerges. 
6.2.3 The increase in Sox9 positive progenitors does not 
correlate with reduction in proliferation in the limb bud 
mesenchymal progenitors 
To determine the increase in Sox9 positive and Sox9 negative mesenchymal 
cell populations mice expressing GFP under the control of the Sox9 promotor 
were used. In addition, the relative proliferation rates were determined using 
BrdU labeling. BrdU is incorporated by cells into their DNA during S-phase, 
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and the fraction of BrdU positive cells is used to determine the relative length 
of the cell cycle (Nowakowski  et. al., 1989). Pregnant mice were injected 
twice with BrdU 4h and 2h prior to dissection, non-apoptotic mesenchymal 
cells that are analysed and measured the fraction of BrdU-positive cells at 36-
40S and 48-52S (Figure 6-A,B). In addition, the Sox9 positive population was 
revealed using an anti-GFP antibody to discriminate the positive and negative 
cells (Figure 6-A’,B’). Next, we determined the proportion of cells fractions that 
are in the S-phase for the Sox9 positive and negative cell populations (Figure 
6-A’’,B’’). As expected, Sox9 positive population contained a smaller fraction 
of BrdU positive cells than the Sox9 negative population (Figure 6-A’’,B’’,C). 
Detection of BrdU positive cells and SOX9 protein using immunofluorescence 
analysis confirmed these results (Figure 6-D,E). Intriguingly, there is a similar 
decrease in the fraction of BrdU positive cells in both Sox9 positive and Sox9 
negative cells (Figure 6-C). Between 36-42S and 48-52S, the fraction of BrdU 
positive cells dis lowered by 17% in the negative and by 23% in the Sox9 
positive population. Moreover, the Sox9 positive population is already 
significant at 37-42S (42% ± 3%, n=4) but only increases slightly by 48-52S 
(45% ± 3%, Figure 6-D). Also the Sox9+ domains assessed by OPT remains 
around 35-40% in both younger and older limb buds (Figure 6-F). As the Sox9 
negative cell population also showed the characteristic reduction in 
proliferation, we repeated the experiments using wild type embryos at the 
same stages and at 26-29S stage embryos (limb bud initation, Figure 6-H,I). 
The results at the later stages correspond to the averages of the both 
populations in Sox9-GFP limb buds. During the onset of limb bud 
development (26-29S) we observe 85% BrdU positive cells. This indicates  
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that already from of 26-29S to 35-39S, proliferation rate is reduced (Figure 6-
H,I). Thus, mesenchymal cell differentiation alone cannot explain the reduced 
in the proliferation rate we observe in our analysis. 
6.3 The In silico limb: spatio-temporal computational model of 
limb bud development 
The networks controlling limb bud growth and patterning are complex, and 
both spatial and temporal aspects have to be taken into account when 
studying the regulatory mechanisms. Various models of limb bud 
development have been proposed, but these models have focused mainly on 
digit formation and on cellular behavior. Moreover, these were simulated 
using idealized static domains (reviewed by Iber and Zeller, 2012). However, 
development is a very dynamic procedure, and growth and patterning are 
coupled. 
Therefore, one major aspect of my PhD thesis aimed to develop a spatio-
temporal model that is solved using real in silico limb shapes. To perform this 
Figure 6: Sox9+ population shows decreased cell proliferation 
37-42 S limb buds (A) and 48-52 S limb buds (B) were analyzed for the BrdU incorporation 
following injections of BrdU 4h and 2h prior to examination. The Sox9-GFP mouse enables 
sorting of osteo-chondro progenitors (A’, B’, right), where wild-type limbs serve as a negative 
control (A’, B’, left). CD140a (PDGFRα) marks limb bud mesenchymal cells. The S-Phase 
cells, which are BrdU positive cells are gated in the Sox9- (A’’, B’’, left) and Sox9+ populations 
(A’’, B’’, right). (C) Quantification of cell proliferation rates in the Sox9+ and Sox9- population. 
(D) Immunofluorescent analysis of BrdU incorporation into limb buds at 26-29S, 37-42S and 
48-52S. (E) Localization of SOX9 in limb buds at the same age at 37-42S and 48-52S. (F) 
FACS and OPT analysis suggest that the percentages in the Sox9+ positive population is only 
slightly different when comparing limb buds from 37-42S and 48-52S. (G) Representative OPT 
images of Sox9 WISH at the indicated stages. (H,I) FACS Analysis of wild-type limb buds for 
the BrdU incorporation shows that the reduction in proliferation apparent from early limb bud 
development. 
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kind of modeling, a pipeline that combines high quality imaging and image 
processing is imperative. For the generation of accurate 3-D limb bud images 
with gene expression domains, I used Optical Projection Tomography (OPT).  
6.3.1 In silico limb bud domains from 3-D OPT images  
6.3.1.1 3-D image analysis suggests usage of single limb bud images 
rather than averages for each stage   
Using Amira, I cropped the limb bud regions and segmented regions of 
interest. OPT images have a high signal to noise ratio that enables 
segmentation using a thresholding tool. The segmented images can be used 
to measure of volumes, lengths or for creation of surfaces. For limb buds of 
21 to 60 somites (S), several limb buds labeled for that were stained for Fgf8 
(AER) and Shh (ZPA) expression were analyzed by OPT scanning. The 
variances in the shape and morphology in the limb buds of the same age 
were assessed by overlaying seven limb buds (at 40S). This allowed me to 
determine the average limb bud size and the variance of single limb buds. 
The variance of each individual limb bud was mapped onto an average 
domain using the distance function according to a color map (Figure 7-A-C). 
This analysis suggested that it is better to use a representative limb bud of 
each stage rather than an average limb bud. The usage of representative limb 
buds of each stage avoids the creation of non-biological variance in limb bud 
geometries. This is the preferred option for creating of 2-D and 3-D limb bud 
shapes for modeling. 
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6.3.1.2 Creation of 3-D (2-D + t) gene expression domains  
Segmented limb buds encompassing AER and ZPA domains were aligned 
and mapped onto the corresponding shape (Figure 8-A-D). From this, a 
surface mesh was created and mesh reduction steps were used to create 
smoother images. For limb buds of 21-40 S, 50000 mesh elements were 
created and for later stages (42-60S) 100000 mesh elements were used. 
Figure 7. Evaluation of an averaged domain and deviation to single limbs 
(A) Seven forelimb buds at E 10.75 are aligned. (B) The calculated averaged limb bud. (C) 
The deviation of the average limb shown as an intensity plot. (D) The differences in shapes 
are shown as shape distance for each limb bud to the averaged reference limb bud. 
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Limb buds were aligned in 3-D space using lateral mesenchymal trunk 
parts, the gene expression domains and curvature as landmarks. In order to 
create the 2-D domains, the center-most sagittal plane was constructed for 
each of the limb buds (Figure 8-E-F). The resulting virtual section shows the 
limb bud curvature boundaries and the ones of the expression patterns 
(Figure 8-G). Next, the boundaries of the surface were extracted and 
processed. The curves were uploaded as interpolation curves into COMSOL 
and domains were defined to simulate gene expression in the real gene 
domains (Figure 8-H). In addition to AER and ZPA domains, we also add an 
ectoderm of 20 µm thickness onto our mesenchymal shapes. The ectoderm 
domain required simulating e.g. the ectodermal WNT pathway. In silico 
domains of 21 to 60 S limbs were created in 3 somite steps to enable the real 
data-based simulations of limb bud shapes in an about 6 h interval. The 
growth vectors between these stages were calculated using methods that 
were developed by my collaborators (Schwaninger  et. al., 2014, Karimaddini  
et. al., 2014, performed by Z. Karimaddini). Each point of the first stage was 
registered to the closest point in the next limb bud stage for each individual 
subdomain separately (Appendix, Publication 4). For intersecting points on 
curves like AER-limb, ZPA- limb or AER-ZPA, the exact same displacement 
vector was used for the shared points to avoid improper displacement, which 
would result in numerical errors.  
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6.3.1.3 Creation and morphing of 4-D (3-D + t) gene expression domains  
Simulations in 3-D domain over time (4-D) are computationally expensive. 
With improvements of computer processors and numerical methods to solve 
PDE’s, 4-D modeling will become a standard to study geometrical and 
biophysical processes. To address the 4-D growth of the limb, 3-D limb buds 
were aligned using choosing landmarks on the AER, dorso-ventral ectoderm 
and along the anterio-posterior axis. Amira permits the use of a Bookstein 
algorithm (Bookstein, 1997) to calculate displacements between such 
landmarks. Landmarks were registered in the first and next limb bud stage 
Figure 8. Production of in silico limb bud domains with gene expression  
3-D images of the Fgf8 (A) and Shh (B) expression domains were registered at the same 
stage  (C). Gene expression domains without the limb bud shapes are shown in panel (D). 
Surface mesh generation using the Amira software results in 3-D geometries with the 
following domain identities: pink represents the limb bud shape, red the Shh and the blue 
Fgf8 expression domains. (F) The 2-D clipping plane is shown as a red line. (G) The 
resulting 2-D boundaries for the domains are represented as lines. (H) The imported 
boundaries allow generation of a surface mesh using the simulation software Comsol. The 
AER is indicated in blue, ZPA in red and non-AER ectoderm in green. Representative limb 
bud shown in the figure is at E 10.5 (37S). 
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and vectors extracted. By registering 34 to 52 S limb buds, I created a 4-D 
movie of limb bud development that reveals the morphological changes during 
limb bud development, with particular emphasis on AER and ZPA (Figure 9).  
 
 
6.3.2 Development of an in silico model  
After we created the 3-D (2-D + t) limb bud geometries, we developed the in 
silico limb bud model. By using reaction-diffusion equations, the components 
and their interactions were simulated following the steps described below.  
6.3.2.1 Model formulation  
Reaction-diffusion equations have the form: 
 𝜕𝐶𝑖𝜕𝑡 =   𝐷𝑖∆𝐶𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖(𝐶1,…𝐶𝑛) (4) 
 
Figure 9. Generation of the 4-D in silico limb geometries 
The 3-D limb bud geometry of each stage was morphed using Amira. Single frames of the 
resulting dynamic 4-D are shown for a mouse limb bud at E10.5 (34S) (A), E10.5 (37S) 
(B), (E10.75) 40S (C), E11.5 (45S) (D), E12 (50S) (E). AER and ZPA domains alone are 
shown below each stage in (F-J). 
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 Here, Ci denotes the concentration of the component i, Di is the diffusion 
constant of Ci, ∆ is the Laplace operator and Di∆Ci describes the diffusion of 
Ci. In the 3-D limb bud shapes with growth vecrors, this equation was 
complemented with advection and dilution terms (Iber et. al., 2015): 
 𝜕𝐶𝑖𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢∇Ci+ Ci∇u =   𝐷𝑖∆𝐶𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖(𝐶1,…𝐶𝑛) (5) 
  
Here, term u represents the velocity field of the deforming domain. The 
reactions that are described using Ri(C1, Cn), which encodes production, 
degradation, complex formation and activation inhibition dynamics.  
The decay term is described as: 
 
Rx = -δX  (6) 
 
δ is the decay constant. The activation and inhibition dynamics were 
formulated using Hill functions, where activation (σ) and inhibition (¯σ ) are: 
 
σ  = Xn / (Xn+Kn) (7) 
¯σ = Kn / (Xn+Kn) (8) 
 
 Zero flux boundary conditions were applied as 𝑛 ∇Ci = 0 for all reactions. 
6.3.2.2 The network  
In our model we used the real limb bud domains with accurate sizes including 
the AER, ZPA and ectoderm subdomains enabling us to model key aspects of 
the limb bud development such as establishment of the AER and ZPA 
activation and SHH pathway kinetics and expression domains of key genes. 
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We built our gene network based on following published interactions (Figure 
10 and Table 1): 
 
 
 
Figure 10. The gene network used for the in silico limb model  
The network incorporates the major pathways regulating the proliferation, outgrowth and 
differentiation of the limb bud mesenchymal cells. The mesenchyme (grey), AER (blue), 
ZPA (red) and the non-AER ectoderm (green) are outlined as subdomains. Positive 
interactions (e.g. transcriptional up-regulation) are indicated by green lines with a circular 
arrowhead. Negative regulation (e.g. repression) are indicated by red lines with closed 
arrowhead. Direct interaction of two molecules like receptor ligand binding interactions 
(FGF-FGFR, SHH-PTCH, BMP-BMPR, WNT-FZ or sequestration by antagonist (BMP-
GREM1) are indicated by red arrows. The PDE’s describing the interactions were solved 
in the growing using somite formation as biological time units. 
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Interaction number  Publication 
1 Wang et. al., 2000 
2 Marigo  et. al., 2006 
3 Wang et. al., 2000 
4 teWelscher et. al, 2002 
5 teWelscher et. al, 2002 
6 Sheth et. al., 2013 
7 Zuniga et. al, 1999 
8 Benazet. al, 2009, Nissim  et. al., 2006 
9 Kawakami et. al., 2001 
10 Ohuchi et. al., 1997 
11 Soshnikova  et. al, 2003, Barrow  et. al., 2003, Kawakami et. al., 2001 
12 Bastida  et. al., 2009, Verheyden and Sun, 2008 
13 Laufer et. al, 1994 
14 Verheyden and Sun, 2008 
15 Sheth et. al., 2013 
16 Benazet et. al, 2009 Bastida et. al, 2009 
17 Minowada  et. al., 1999 
18 Minowada et.al., 1999 
19 Kawakami et. al., 2003 
20 Mariani group, in preparation 
21 Grotewold , 2002 
22 Verheyden and Sun, 2008 
23 Mukhopadyhyay , 2001 
24 Pizette  et. al., 2001 
25 Kengaku  et. al., 1998 
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6.3.2.3 Reaction terms  
Reaction terms were formulated as described in the previous section. 
Depending on the gene and interaction of interest the simulations of reactions 
restricted to the ectoderm, mesenchyme or whole limb bud. 
 
Component R(X) Reaction term 
FGF10 ρFGF10pFGF10-dFGF10+(1-1MES) (koff*F10R-konF10(RTF10 – F10R)) 
FGF10R konR*F10*(RT_F10-max(F10R,0))-(koff+dF10R)*max(F10R,0) 
FGF8(F8) ρF8pF8-dF8+(1MES)(koff*F8R) 
FGF8R(F8R) konR*F*(RT_F8-max(F8R,0))-(koff+dF8R)*F8R 
WNT ρWNTpWNT-dWNT+(konRWNT*(RT-WFZ)+koffWFZ 
WFZ konR*WNT*max(RT-max(WFZ,0),0)-(koff+dWFZ)*max(WFZ,0) 
BMP ρBMPpBMP-dBMP+(konRBMP*(RTBRa-BRa)+koffBRa 
BMPRa (BRa) konR*BMP*max(RT_BRa-max(BRa,0),0)-(koff_BR+dBR)*max(BRa,0) 
GREMLIN (GRM) ρGRM*pGRM-(kon*BMP*GRM-koffBG*BG)-dGRM*GRM 
BMP-GREMLIN 
Complex (BG) 
 
(kon*BMP*GRM-koff_BG*BG-dBG*BG) 
SHH ρSHH*pSHH –dSHH*SHH-R_PS-dSHH*PS 
PATCHED1 (PTC) ρPTC*pPTC – R_PS-dSHH*PS 
PATCHED1-SHH 
Complex (PS) 
 
konR*PTC*SHH-koff*PS-dSHH*PS 
SHH Descendents 
(SDES) 
 
ρDES*max(RT_DES-min(max(DES,0),RT_DES),0)*(pSHH+0.1*DES) 
dDES*DES 
GLI3(GL3) ρGL3*pGL3-(dGLI3+kcat)*max(GL3,0) 
GLI3R (G3R) kcat*σ(PTC, K_PTC_GL3)*max(GL3,0)-dGLI3*max(G3R,0) 
GLI3A (G3A) kcat*¯σ(PTC, K_PTC_GL3)*max(GL3,0)-dGLI3*max(G3A,0) 
5’HOXD(HXD) ρHXD*pHXD -dGLI3*HXD 
HAND2 (H2) ρH2*pH2 - dH2*H2 
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FACTORX (FX) ρFX*pFX - dFX*F_X 
FACTORXR konR*F_X*max(RT-max(RFX,0),0)-(koff+dWFZ)*max(RFX,0) 
ERK ρERK*pERK - dERK*ERK 
DKK ρDKK*pDKK -R_DKR-dDKR*DKR-d*DKK 
DKKR (DKR) konR*DKK*max(RT-max(DKR,0),0)-(koff+dDKR)*max(DKR,0) 
SPROUTY (SPY) ρSpy*pSPY -dSPY*SPY 
AER if(isnan(AER),0, 
ρAER*σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT*(1+max(DKR,0)/K_DKR))*σ(BRa,K_BRa_AE
R)*max(ECT,0)-
dAER*¯σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT1*(1+max(DKR,0)/K_DKR))*¯σ(BRa, 
K_BRi_Apo)*max(AER,0))') 
ECT if(isnan(AER),0,-
ρAER*σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT*(1+max(DKR,0)/K_DKR))*σ(BRa,K_BRa_AE
R)*max(ECT,0)-
0*dAER*¯σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT1*(1+max(DKR,0)/K_DKR))*¯σ(BRa, 
K_BRi_Apo)*max(ECT,0)) 
APO if(isnan(AER),0, 
dAER*¯σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT1*(1+max(DKR,0)/K_DKR))*¯σ(BRa, 
K_BRi_Apo)*(max(AER,0)+0*max(ECT,0))) 
6.2.3.4 Expression rates  
We use the term pSignal/Gene as the term simulating the gene expression 
patterns. 
Component p(X) Expression Rate 
FGF10 if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,(0.05*(Y<1700*factor_Geom1)+σ(max(F8
R,0),K_F8R_F10)),0) 
FGF8(F8) if(isnan(AER),0,(ECT+AER)*σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT_FGF)*σ(BRa,K_BRa
_AER1)*¯σ(BRa, K_BRi)) 
WNT if(isnan(AER),0, (ECT+AER)*σ(F10R,K_F10R))+if(isnan(Ecto),0, 
σ(F10R,K_F10R)) 
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BMP if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,pBMP0+σ(max(F8R,0),K_F8R_Bmp)*¯σ(
BRa, K_BRi_Bmp),σ(max(WFZ,0),K_WNT)*¯σ(BRa, K_BRi_Bmp)) 
GREMLIN1 (GRM) if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,pGRM0+ max(RT_DES-
min(max(DES,0),RT_DES),0)*¯σ(F8R,K_F8R_Grm)*(σ(max(HXD,0), 
K_HXDGrem)*σ(BRa, K_BRa_Grm)*¯σ(BRa, K_BRi_Grm)+σ(G3A, 
K_G3A))*¯σ(G3R, K_G3R_Grem*(1+ HXD/K_HXDGrem) 
SHH ρSHH*pSHH –dSHH*SHH-R_PS-dSHH*PS 
PATCHED1 (PTC) max((0.01+r_Ptch*σ(G3A, K_G3A_PTC)*¯σ(G3R, K_G3R_PTC)),0) 
GLI3(GL3) σ(PTC, K_PTC)*if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,¯σ(H2, K_H2),1) 
5’HOXD(HXD) if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,σ(max(F8R,0),K_F8R_Hxd)*¯σ(G3R, 
K_G3R_HoxD*(1+ max(HXD,0)/K_HXD)),0) 
HAND2 (H2) if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,σ(max(RFX,0),K_RFX)*¯σ(G3R, 
K_G3R),0) 
FACTORX (FX) if(isnan(Ecto_P),0, 1) 
ERK if((isnan(AER)+isnan(Ecto))==2,σ(max(F8R,0), 
K_F8R_Erk*(1+SPY/K_SPY)), 0*σ(max(F10R,0), K_F10R)) 
DKK σ(ERK,K_ERK_DKK)*σ(BRa,K_BRa_DKK) 
SPROUTY (SPY) σ(max(F8R,0),K_F8R_Spy) 
6.3.2.5 Limb Bud Geometries 
The limb bud geometries and subdomains in this framework are real and 
accurate biological size. Additionally, the growth data is a realistic 
approximation. The availability of the ISH data of morphogen readouts and 
target genes allowed for the adjustment of correct activity thresholds and 
diffusion reach of the morphogens. 
6.3.2.5 Diffusion coefficients 
In the limb bud, the diffusion coefficients cannot yet be measured accurately. 
Measured diffusion coefficients for diffusible proteins in tissue are typically in 
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the range 0.1-20 µm2/sec (Kicheva  et. al., 2007, Yu  et. al., 2008). A diffusion 
coefficient of D = 1 µm2/sec was used for diffusible signaling molecules and 
antagonist, while for transcription factors and receptors DR = 0.01 µm2/sec 
was applied.  
6.3.2.6 Production rates 
Production rate Value 
ρ 10-4 
ρF8 10
-4 
ρF10 1.5x10
-4 
ρWNT 10
-4 
ρDKK 2x10
-3 
ρBMP 5x10
-3 
ρGRM 20 
ρPTC 10
-3 
ρSHH 2.5x10
-3 
ρDES 2x10
-4 
ρGL3 10
-3 
ρERK 3x10
-4 
ρSPY 10
-3 
ρHXD 10
-6 
ρFX 10
-6 
ρH2 10
-4 
6.3.2.7 Decay rates 
For most of the variables a decay rate of d = 10-6 mM/sec was used. However, 
different decay rates were used for the following molecules: 
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Component dx Decay Rate 
dSHH 10-5  
dH2 10-4  
dSHH 10-5  
dGRM 10-2  
dBG 10-2  
dERK 10-4  
dSPY 10-4  
dBR 10-6  
dWFZ 5x10-6  
dF8R 8x10-5  
dF10R 10-4  
dDKR 10-4  
dGLI3 4x10-5  
 
6.3.2.8 Hill constants 
Component K_x_y Hill Constant  
K_F8R 0.025 
K_F8R_Bmp 0.5 
K_F8R_F10 0.025 
K_F8R_Erk 15 
K_F8R_Spy 0.16 
K_F8R_SHH 0.025 
K_F8R_Hxd 0.004 
K_F8R_Grm 0.25 
K_F10R 1 
K_SPY 1 
K_ERK 0.01 
K_ERK_DKK 0.01 
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K_ERK_BMP 0.001 
K_ERK_F10 0.01 
K_BRa_DKK 0.01 
K_BRa_AER 0.05 
K_BRa_AER1 0.001 
K_BRa_Grm 0.05 
K_BRa_SHH 0.3 
K_BRi 4 
K_BRi_Apo 0.3 
K_BRi_Bmp 100 
K_BRi_Grm 100 
K_PTC 1 
K_PTC_GL3 1 
K_G3A 0.5 
K_G3A_PTC 1 
K_G3R 3 
K_G3R_PTC 0.5 
K_G3R_Grem 0.33 
K_G3R_HoxD 0.03 
K_SHH 1000 
K_DKR 0.001 
K_HXD 0.1 
K_HXDGrem 0.1 
K_HXDself 1000 
K_WNT_Dkk 0.01 
K_WNT 0.1 
K_WNT_FGF 0.1 
K_WNT1 0.05 
K_WNT_Grem 1 
K_WNT_Bmp 0.01 
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K_RFX 2 
K_H2 0.02 
6.3.2.9 Initial values 
Component init_x Value 
init_Ptch 2.5 
init_Bmp 100 
init_Gli3 5 
init_F10 0.05 
6.3.2.10 Association and dissociation constants 
Component Kon, Koff Value 
Kcat 4x10-5 
Kon 10-3 
Koff 10-6 
KoffBR 6x10-4 
KoffBG 10-4 
6.3.3 In silico simulations of limb bud networks and growth 
characteristics  
6.3.3.1 The Simulations of AER, ZPA and ectodermal domains 
We took our in silico domains derived from real gene expression domains to 
study growth characteristics between 21 until 60 somites (S) computationally. 
This allowed us to simulate the spatio-temporal dynamics of AER-Fgf, Shh 
and Wnt expression during limb bud outgrowth (Figure 11-14)  
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6.3.3.2 Simulation of limb bud initiation   
Limb bud initiation is regulated by Fgf10, which is expressed by the lateral 
plate mesenchyme (Ohuchi et. al., 1997). In Fgf10 deficient limb buds Fgf8 
expression is not activated and outgrowth is disrupted (Sekine et. al, 1999, 
Min et. al., 1998). A feedback loop between FGF10 and FGF8 coordinates the 
interaction between the mesenchyme and the ectoderm (Ohuchi et. al., 1997). 
This feedback loop has an additional intermediate mediator, the Wnt3a signal 
(Kawakami et.al., 2001). FGF10 activates Wnt3a, which in turn upregulates 
Fgf8 expression. Fgf8 in turn propagates Fgf10 expression in the 
mesenchyme (Kawakami et. al., 2001). This Fgf10-Wnt-Fgf8 feedback loop is 
an integral part of our model simulations (Figure 10, Figure 11-A). The 
mesenchymal FGF10 is the signal activated first in the mesenchyme. FGF10 
binds to its receptor FGFR2IIIb in the ectoderm (Figure 11-B) and activates 
the expression of the Wnt3a ligand. The latter activates canonical WNT 
signaling in the ectoderm and underlying mesenchyme (Figure 11-C). WNT 
upregulates Fgf8 expression in the AER in a β-Catenin dependent manner. 
(Figure 11-D). The AER-FGFs signal from the AER to the underlying 
mesenchyme by binding to its receptor FGFR2IIIc (Xu  et. al., 1998, Arman  
et. al., 1998, Figure 11-D). Previous analysis has shown that β-Catenin 
deficient limb buds lose Fgf8 expression at very early stages (Barrow et. al., 
2003). This can be simulated by our model: simulations of Wnt deficient limb 
buds results in loss of Fgf8 expression (Figure 11-E) and inactivation of Fgf10 
results in absence of AER-Fgf and disrupts limb bud outgrowth (Figure11-F). 
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6.3.3.3 The AER-FGF pathway  
Four Fgf genes are expressed by the AER, namely Fgf8, Fgf4, Fgf9 and 
Fgf17 (AER-Fgf’s, Martin, 1998). Fgf8 is expressed by the entire AER in 
Figure 11. Simulations of the Fgf10-Wnt-Fgf8 feedback loop interaction 
(A) Feedback loop interactions. WFZ, FGF10R and FGF8R are complexes with the 
receptors. (B) The simulated mesenchymal Fgf10 expression domain (left). FGF10 signals 
to ectoderm by interacting with its receptor FGFR2IIIb in the ectoderm (right). This 
activates ectodermal WNT signaling. (C) The simulated ectodermal Wnt expression (left) 
signals to both in ectoderm and underlying mesoderm (right). (D) AER-Fgf8 expression is 
positively regulated by ectodermal Wnt signaling. Simulated AER-Fgf expression (left) and 
AER-FGF-FGFR2IIIc interactions (right) are shown. (E) In β-catenin deficient limb buds 
the Fgf8 expression is lost (Borrow et. al., 2003, left). Simulation of Wnt deficient limb 
buds reproduces as the loss of AER-FGF expression (right) shows also lack of Fgf 
expression (right). (F) Limb bud initiation and activation of AER-Fgf expression is 
disrupted in Fgf10 deficient limb buds (Sekine et. al., 1999, left). The simulations 
reproduce these results (right).  
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whole AER and the other three within a posterior to anterior progressing 
fashion (Figure 12-A, data not shown). Genetic inactivation of different 
combinations of Fgf genes has shown that in mouse limb buds the four FGF 
ligands constitute a total AER-FGF signal with partially redundant functions 
(Mariani et. al., 2008). Therefore we define one variable encompassing all 
four AER-Fgf’s. Simulating this AER-Fgf expression results in stronger 
posterior than anterior AER expression (Figure 12-B).  
The FGF ligands signal from the AER to the underlying mesenchyme by 
binding to the FGFR2IIIc receptor isoform (Xu et. al., 1998, Arman et. al., 
1998, Figure 12-C-E). Spry4 is a direct target transcriptional readout of AER-
FGFs. We set the activation threshold for AER-FGFs such that it reproduces 
Spry4 expression in the limb mesenchyme (Figure 12-F). The simulation of 
AER-Fgf activities over 3 developmental days is shown in Figure 12-G. 
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Figure 12. FGF pathway simulations 
(A) Fgf8 is expressed by the entire AER (left) and Fgf4 extends from posterior to anterior 
during progression of limb bud development (right). The left panel was modified from 
Benazet et. al., 2012 and the right panel was modified from Zuniga et. al., 1999. (B) The 
simulation of AER-Fgf is representative of all four AER-Fgfs. (C) Free FGF ligand diffuses 
into mesenchyme. (D) The diffusion range extend is plotted in 1-D from distal to proximal 
along the PD axis indicated in panel (C). (E) AER-FGF’s bind to the FGFR2IIIc receptor 
isoform in the mesenchyme. (F) The expression of Spry4 serves as a read-out of FGF 
signaling. Note the similarities between the real limb bud expression and simulated 
domain (left). The right panel is modified from Probst et. al., 2012. (G) Dynamic simulation 
of AER-Fgf domains at selected time points.  
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6.3.3.4 SHH signaling 
The SHH morphogen binds its receptor PTCH1 to activate the pathway and 
Ptch1 itself is a direct transcriptional target of SHH signal transduction (Chen  
and Struhl, 1996, Marigo et. al., 1996, interaction 2, Figure 13-A). This 
positive feedback regulates the pathway by enhanced sequestering of SHH 
by PTCH1 and restricts the diffusion of the SHH morphogen (Briscoe et. al., 
2001). In vertebrates, SHH target genes are regulated by the GLI1 to GLI3 
transcription factors. The SHH signal transduction inhibits the proteolytic 
processing of GLI3 to its receptor, GLI3R at primary cilia (Wen  et. al., 2003, 
Figure 13-A). Since GLI3 is the only transcriptional regulator required on its 
own (Park  et. al., 2000, Cao  et. al., 2013), this allowed us to simplify the 
simulations by using GLI3 as sole transcriptional regulator of SHH signal 
transduction (Figure 13-A, interaction 1, 2). Shh is expressed by the ZPA and 
the SHH ligand diffuses from its posterior source toward anterior 
mesenchyme (Figure 13-B, C). The simulated range of the SHH morphogen 
reproduces the SHH protein distribution localization detected by 
immunofluorescence (Figure 13-C, D; Gritli -Linde et.al, 2001, Lopez -Rios et. 
al., 2014). GLI3R is localizes to the anterior mesenchyme where no significant 
SHH signal transduction is detected (Figure 13-F). The Shh expression starts 
around somite stage 28-30S and its expression domain expands until about 
45S. Shh expression terminates around 55-58 S in the simulations (Data not 
shown). 
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6.3.3.5 The BMP pathway activity 
Bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) play essential roles for the several stages 
of the limb bud development: during AER establishment and dorso-ventral 
patterning (Selever et. al., 2004, Pizette  et. al., 2001, Benazet et. al., 2009), 
fine tuning of the e-m feedback loop (Pizette  and Niswander, 1999, Benazet 
Figure 13. SHH pathway simulations  
(A) SHH interacts with its receptor PTCH1 to activate SHH signal transduction. Ptch1 itself 
is a direct target of the pathway. GLI transcription proteins are mediators of SHH signal 
transduction. In presence of SHH, GLI3 is in an activator that positively regulates SHH 
target genes. In the anterior part of limb bud mesenchyme, GLI3R represses target genes 
in the absence of SHH. (B) Simulated Shh expression is restricted to ZPA. (C) Produced 
SHH protein diffuses in the mesenchyme in a anterior direction and to the AER. (D) 1-D 
plot of SHH diffusion. (E) Simulated Ptch1 expression pattern. (F) GLI3R is present in the 
anterior limb bud, where SHH signaling is very low or not present.  
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et. al., 2009), chondrogenic differentiation (Pizette  and Niswander, 2000, 
Benazet et. al., 2009, Badugu et. al., 2012), interdigital cell death (Dahn  and 
Fallon, 2000), and finally for termination of the e-m feedback loop (Bastida et. 
al., 2009, Germann et. al., in revision). BMP activity is regulated by its 
antagonist GREM1 during progression of limb bud development (Michos et. 
al., 2004).  GREM1 physically binds to BMPs and sequesters them (Hsu  et . 
al., 1998, interaction 7, Figure 14-A). BMP activity is initially high in the limb 
bud mesenchyme (Benazet et. al., 2009, Figure 14-D). Grem1 expression is 
activated by BMP4 signal transduction and upregulated subsequently by 
SHH, which lowers BMP activity as part of the SHH/GREM1/AER-FGF 
signaling system (Figure 14-E,F; interaction 8). The simulations could 
reproduce dynamic expression pattern of Bmp4 and Grem1 realistically 
(Figure 14-G, data not shown) 
6.4 Cross-talk between BMP and WNT signaling pathways: 
regulation of Grem1 expression by WNT signal transduction 
Using the in silico limb simulations of the gene regulatory networks, we could 
reproduce most of the gene expression patterns in limb bud development 
(Figure 11-14). The Grem1 has one of the most dynamic gene expression 
patterns in the limb and its expression is controlled by various pathways. In 
addition to its dynamic AP pattern, its expression is restricted to the dorsal 
and ventral subectodermal mesenchyme (Figure 15-B-D). This pattern 
suggests two possible regulatory mechanisms: possibly, an ectodermal signal 
diffuses into the mesenchyme that positively controls Grem1 expression in the 
subectodermal mesenchyme. Alternatively, a repressor is present in the core 
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Figure 14. BMP pathway simulations 
(A) BMP proteins interact with BMP receptor to induce cell differentiation and/or cell death 
in advanced limb buds. BMP is sequestered by its antagonist GREM1 during the limb bud 
outgrowth. Grem1 is a direct transcriptional target of BMP signal transduction. However, 
bead experiments have shown that high concentrations of BMP can also inhibit the Grem1 
expression. Simulated BMP (B) and Gremlin (C) expression domains are similar to the 
real domains observed in limb buds. (D) Simulation of unbound BMP during the onset 
(high) and propagation (low) of limb bud outgrowth. (E) GREM1 protein. (F) The BMP-
GREM1 complex. (G) Dynamic simulation of Bmp expression domains at selected time 
points.  
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mesenchyme thereby restricting Grem1 expression to the subectodermal 
mesenchyme. However, none of the currently known pathways controlling 
Grem1 expression in limb buds are expressed ectodermally or in the 
subectodermal mesenchyme. Since the testing of the second hypothesis 
would be more difficult, I focused on the first on the possibility of an unknown 
ectodermal signal regulating Grem1 expression. 
Using 3-D imaging and optical sectioning of Grem1 expression domains, I 
determined that Grem1 expression extends around 100 µm into the 
mesoderm below the dorsal and ventral ectoderm (Figure 16-C, D). This 
suggested that Grem1 might be regulated by unknown ectodermal factors, 
possibly ectodermal WNTs. I decided to assess the potential impact of the 
WNT signal transduction on Grem1 expression. Initially, I used the limb bud 
culture system (Zuniga et. al., 1999, Panman et. al., 2006) to block WNT 
signal transduction by utilizing a very well characterized specific inhibitor 
called: the Inhibitor of WNT Production compound 2 (IWP-2, Chen  et. al., 
2009, tenBerge et. al., 2011, Raspopovic et. al., 2014). This compound blocks 
the membrane bound O-acyltransferase PORCUPINE (Porcn), which 
normally functions to add a palmitoyl group to WNT proteins, which is 
essential for their activation and secretion (Chen et. al., 2009). Initially, a 
dose-response experiment was done to determine the optimal concentration 
and incubation time (data not shown). This resulted in limb buds being 
cultured at at 2 µM IWP2 for 6 hours. The 6 hours incubation was chosen to 
monitor possible direct regulation of Grem1 transcription by WNT signaling.  
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Figure 15. 3-D analysis of the Grem1 expression domain 
(A) 3-D representation of expression patterns of Gremlin1, Fgf8 and Shh overlaid in the 
same forelimb bud (E10.5, 37S). (B) Side-view of the posterior limb bud. Gremlin1 
expression is restricted to the dorsal and ventral side (top), which is more evident in the 
surface section (bottom). (C) The DV extend of the Grem1 expression domain was 
measured on longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) sections. (D) The Grem1 expression 
domain extended around 100 µm into the dorsal and ventral subectodermal mesenchyme. 
These values were determined using voxel values.  
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Limb buds cultured with 2 µM IWP-2 show decreased expressions of 
Axin2 and N-Myc, which are both direct transcriptional targets of WNT 
signaling (Figure 16-B, C, tenBerge et. al., 2008). Sox9, which is inhibited by 
WNT signaling, was expanded distally and dorso-ventrally (Figure 16-D). 
Gremlin1 expression was decreased in a striking manner by inhibiting WNT 
signaling (Figure 16-A). In particular, expansion of Gremlin1 to the anterior 
limb bud mesenchyme was blocked. This indicated that WNT signaling 
regulates the distal-anterior expansion of Grem1 expression. The remaining 
expression in the posterior mesenchyme is likely a consequence of the 
remaining positive inputs of SHH, BMP and AER-FGF pathways (Figure 16-
A). Indeed, the expression of Shh, Gli1 and Fgf8 were not altered by blocking 
WNT signaling (Figure 16-E,F). Additionally, the mesenchymal Msx2 
expression remained, which is indicative of continued BMP signal 
transduction (Benazet et. al., 2009). The expression of Hoxd13 expression 
was also remained as in untreated limb buds. Thus, the loss of Grem1 
expression in distal-anterior mesenchyme appeared as specific consequence 
of blocking WNT pathway. Additionally, 6 hours of WNT inhibition results in 
reduced Grem1 expression, which points for a likely direct effect. 
To genetically assess this novel regulatory interaction, we genetically 
inactivated the WNT signal transduction by conditional deletion of the 
signaling mediator β-Catenin from the limb bud mesenchyme in Prx-Cre; β-
Cateninfl/fl mouse embryos. The forelimb buds of Prx-Cre; β-CateninΔc/Δc 
embryos were truncated because of disrupted AER establishment and 
FGF10-WNT3-FGF8 feedback signaling (Figure18-A, compare to Figure 7-A, 
Kawakami et. al., 2001, Ohuchi et. al., 1997). Therefore, we analyzed hind  
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limb buds, in which the activation of Prx-Cre activity is delayed by 
about 12 hours. These limb buds showed normal outgrowth (Figure 17-B), 
while the expression of the WNT target Axin2 was decreased (Figure 17-C). 
In comparison to wild type limb buds, the expression of Sox9 gene was 
expanded (Figure 17-D), while Hoxd13 and Gli1 expression remained (Figure 
17-E, F). Bmp4 expression and expression of the direct target remained at 
wild-type levels upon Id-1 also stayed at WT levels upon β-Catenin 
inactivation (Figure 17-G, H). In contrast, Grem1 expression was lost from the 
anterior mesenchyme and reduced and patchy in the posterior mesenchyme 
(Figure 17-A). In addition, β-Catenin was inactivated during hand plate 
development using Hoxa13-Cre transgene. In Hoxa13Cre; β-CateninΔc/Δc limb 
buds the expression of Axin2 levels in the hand plate was decreased (Figure 
18-B). The normally distal Grem1 expression domain was completely lost 
from the hand plates of mutant limb buds (Figure 18-A). 
These results show that WNT signaling is crucial for Grem1 in the 
distal dorsal and ventral mesenchyme and its propagation and maintenance 
during hand plate development. The Sox9 expression was extended to distal 
limb (Figure 18-C). The embryos showed aberrant digit identities and fusions 
Figure 16. Inhibition of WNT signaling results in loss of Grem1 expression in the 
distal mesenchyme  
(A) Limb buds exposed to IWP2 for 6 h show significantly reduced Grem1 expression 
(right) in comparison to control limb buds exposed to DMSO. The WNT targets Axin2 (B) 
and N-Myc (C) were also downregulated by IWP2 inhibition. (D) Expression of Sox9, 
which is normally repressed by WNT, was expanded following IWP2 treatment. The 
expression of Fgf8, Shh (E) and Gli1 (F) was not altered by WNT inhibition. Msx2 (G) and 
HoxD13 (H) expression was also not altered. 
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indicating that WNT signaling is essential during hand plate formation. 
Skeletal stainings of the mutant limbs reveal the fusion of digits 2-3-4 (Figure 
18-D). Taken together, this analysis using limb bud culture and genetics show 
that Grem1 expression in the distal mesenchyme depends on WNT signal 
transduction.  
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Figure 17. Genetic inactivation of βcatenin in the hindlimb bud mesenchyme 
results in loss of Grem1 expression in the distal limb mesenchyme 
(A) Grem1 expression was downregulated in the limb buds of PrxCre; βcatenin∆c/∆c mouse 
embryos. In particular, the expression in the distal-anterior mesenchyme was lost. (C) 
Axin2 was also downregulated. (D) In contrast, Sox9 expression was expanded. HoxD13 
(E), Gli1 (F), Bmp4 (G) and Id1 (H) levels were not altered in the hind limb buds. 
 
Figure 18. Specific inactivation of WNT signaling in the mesenchyme of 
advanced limb buds reveals the requirement of WNT for Grem1 during hand plate 
development 
(A) Grem1 expression was lost from hand plates of Hoxa13Cre; βcatenin∆c/∆c mouse 
embryos. (B) Axin2 was also down-regulated WNT signaling activity in the hand plate 
mesenchyme. (C) Sox9 expression marks the digit ray progenitors in the WT (left). In the 
βcatenin deficient hand plates, single digit primoridas were not formed and Sox9 
expanded to into the distal mesenchyme (right). (D) Skeletal staining of the WT (left) and 
mutant (right) limbs. The βcatenin deficiency in the hand plate results in 2-3 digits, which 
are fused. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
Vertebrate organogenesis has long fascinated researchers and is still 
intensively investigated to understand how the shape of an organ is built from 
proliferating progenitors. These progenitors undergo complex changes and 
they divide, migrate, differentiate and/or initiate apoptosis, which ultimately 
defines shape of an organ. Insights from classical experimental manipulation 
were complemented by molecular analysis, which identified the underlying 
key genes and signaling networks. Now, the major aim is to integrate this 
knowledge into complex-systems analysis including model simulations to gain 
more understanding of the relevant processes.  
 I focused on studying development of the vertebrate limb from initiation of 
limb buds to pattern formation. To that aim, I collected high quality quantitative 
data describing limb bud growth. This quantitative analysis allowed me to 
study the changes in the growth behavior. In addition, I collected growth data 
of the chicken wing buds, which uncovered what appear to be evolutionary 
conserved growth rules. This data was also compared with published growth 
data on Drosophila wing disc growth. Our analysis suggests that 
differentiation alone cannot explain the changes in the growth dynamics and 
the size changes of limb buds and that an unknown a more general 
mechanism likely controls the constant decrease proliferation and growth of 
limb buds. Using the in silico model simulations of limb bud development, we 
simulated a core gene regulatory network that controls key interactions during 
of the limb bud development. We used the computational power of 
simulations to model the behavior of gene networks by in silico mimicking of 
mutant conditions. This was done by setting the expression and the 
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production rate of the gene to zero. We compared the simulated gene 
expression of targets with the published qPCR and microarray data. The 
insights from 4-D image analysis and computational modeling led me to 
realize that an unknown additional interaction controls the expression of 
Grem1.  
7.1 Quantitative analysis of limb bud development and growth 
control 
Proliferation is key to produce sufficient mesenchymal progenitors and to 
correct pattern limb bud. During the limb bud development, progenitor cells 
are expanded in a controlled manner to generate e.g. the pools of 
chondrogenic progenitors for the skeletal elements. Defective proliferation or 
altered cell survival will result in severe limb skeletal defects (Chiang et. al., 
2001, Michos et. al., 2004, Khoka et. al., 2003). Increased proliferation or 
delayed exit to chondrogenic differentiation results in formation of additional 
skeletal elements, particular digit polydactyl (Hui  and Joyner, 1993, Lopez-
Rios et. al., 2012).  
We quantified limb bud volumes, limb bud axis expansion and the number 
of mesenchymal progenitors to gain insights into the proliferative expansion 
kinetics of mouse limb buds. In particular, I determined the average and stage 
specific cell doubling times in limb buds. This analysis reveals exponential 
proliferation and bi-phasic behavior because of proliferation slowed-down in 
all measured datasets. I then investigated if this decrease occurs at the 
phase-switch stage of limb bud development or if there is a gradual decrease 
in proliferative expansion. Using BrdU incorporation, the proliferative index of 
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Sox9+ and Sox9- cell populations were measured. The difference in the 
proliferation index was similar in both populations decreased by about 20% 
decrease in S-phase between the two phases. Interestingly, this decrease in 
proliferation was also seen in Sox9- population. In addition, I observed a 
decrease by comparing limb buds from 26-29S and 36-40S mouse embryos, 
which pointed to a continued decrease in cell proliferation. This decrease in 
the proliferation might be a consequence of the activation of Sox9 expression, 
which appears around E10 (30S, Benazet et. al., 2012). The two distinct 
phases of proliferation could be due to the increase in Sox9+ cells, which 
amounts for about 45% ± 3% in the E 11.75 (48-52S).  
A recent report suggested that proliferation and differentiation of 
mesenchymal progenitors were coupled through the ectodermal WNT 
signaling (tenBerge, et. al., 2008). Intriguingly, limb buds lacking N-myc have 
reduced proliferation, resulting in a reduced chondrogenic core, although the 
non-chondrogenic region remained the same, namely around 100 µm. The 
limb buds that overexpressed N-myc had larger limbs and thus much larger 
chondrogenic core, where non-chondrogenic core remained still around 100 
µm (tenBerge et.al., 2008). This coupling indicated that the Sox9+ population 
giving rise to the chondrogenic core is most sensitive to molecular alterations 
in proliferation, which is coordinated by WNT signaling and its target N-Myc 
(ten Berge et. al., 2008). 
7.2 OPT imaging as powerful 3-D imaging tool  
By establishing OPT in the laboratory, I created a fast and efficient imaging 
and visualization pipeline. This enabled me to create high quality images and 
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snapshots by cutting virtual sections to pinpoint the alterations of gene 
expression in mutant limb buds and limb buds from different species (Lopez-
Rios et. al., 2012, Benazet et. al., 2012, Lopez-Rios et. al., 2014). 
With respect to 3-D imaging of large samples such as limb buds, 
confocal imaging tends to generate distorted 3-D shapes upon reconstruction 
from sections, while µCT imaging produces only low-resolution images. In 
contrast, OPT imaging provides higher quality images, especially for thick 
tissue specimens or embryonic samples (Sharpe et. al., 2002).  
OPT imaging thus become a widely used tool for the analysis of 3-D 
spatio-temporal kinetics of gene expression in vertebrate embryos 
(Summerhurst  et. al., 2008). Using OPT analysis, gene expression atlases 
like e-mouse atlas of gene expression (EMAGE) were created (Baldock  et. 
al., 2003). The OPT analysis is also used to warp gene expression domains 
and perform cluster analysis of gene networks in developing chicken limb 
buds (Fisher  et. al., 2008). In addition, transcription factors were compared to 
the fate maps of digits during chicken limb bud development (Fisher  et. al., 
2011).  
7.3 The In silico limb bud gene network simulations 
We used OPT to create an in silico limb bud model that allows simulation of 
large networks based on datasets collected by OPT. By combining OPT gene 
expression domains and limb bud shapes with the simulation of gene 
networks based on published and validated interactions, I was able to 
simulate key interactions in a realistic manner. Additionally, our in silico limb 
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model well captured the alterations in down-stream gene expression domains 
in different types of limb bud mutants. 
Classical experiments and models have identified the morphogenetic 
signals that control limb bud outgrowth and patterning. Molecular analysis in 
combination with experimental and genetic manipulation has provided 
important insights about signaling pathways and the complexity of the signal 
transduction (see Introduction). The next step is to understand how 
information is integrated from different signaling pathways in a spatial and 
temporally coordinated manner. Modeling efforts such as in silico limb bud 
model developed as part of the PhD studies are central to this integrative 
approach (Zeller  et. al., 2009, Iber and Zeller, 2012). 
By creating 4-D limb bud growth domain, I was able to model the changes 
in the size, shape and relative position of the two main limb bud signaling 
centers in the mouse. However, 2-D sagittal sections of the OPT images 
capture limb bud dynamics well in both PD and AP directions and the limb 
bud curvature, AER and ZPA are well defined. The simulations of gene 
networks in 2-D growing domains over time were achieved by using 
previously described displacement calculation algorithms of limb bud shapes 
(Schwaninger et. al., 2014, Karimaddini et. al., 2014, Iber et. al., 2015). A 
previous study showed that mesenchymal cells have biased movements in 
the PD direction (Gros  et. al., 2010), this agrees with the growth vectors of 
the limb bud boundaries used in this study. This is due to the fact that the 
shape extraction from accurately staged mouse embryos at 4.5-6 hour 
intervals was very precise.  
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In a previous attempt, a rather complex gene regulatory network was 
simulated on 2-D static domains to analyze e-m feedback loop, its termination 
and AP axis patterning in limb buds (Germann and Iber, in revision). We took 
this model further by simulating a more comprehensive gene network, also 
including ectodermal WNT signaling, mesenchymal-FGF10 and other key 
factors (For detail, see Figure 10). As limb bud size increases about an order 
of magnitude along the PD axis during the time window of simulation. The 
impact of growth on gene expression requires the incorporation of the real 
limb bud geometries. In particular limb bud initiation was simulated, during 
which the ectoderm-mesoderm crosstalk is initiated and the AER-Fgf 
expression domains are established. Next, we assessed the dynamics of the 
e-m feedback loop by including the interactions that control Grem1 expression 
and incorporating the real domain dynamics of the ZPA, ectoderm and AER in 
the simulations. The published quantitative PCR analysis of Bmp, Grem1 and 
Shh deficient limb buds provided a solid basis for adjusting the strength of the 
interactions using the appropriate hill constants (Benazet et. al., 2009). There 
are several mechanisms that contribute to termination of the self regulatory 
limb bud signaling system (Benazet et.al., 2009): first, the increasing inhibitory 
effects of AER-Fgf on Grem1 (Verheyden and Sun, 2008), second, the 
negative impact of BMPs on Shh expression (Bastida et. al., 2009) and third, 
the increasing gap between Shh and Grem1 domain all contribute to 
termination of signaling (Scherz  et. al., 2006). The simulations included Shh-
descendants, which do not express Grem1 and establish the widening Shh-
Grem1 gap. These simulations based on real data significantly aided to the 
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adjustment of the gene interaction strength. If not properly adjusted, the 
feedback signaling system fails to terminate. 
7.4: Genetic regulation of Grem1 and digit patterning by WNT 
signaling  
During my studies, I identified a critical role for WNT signaling in regulating 
Grem1 expression in limb bud mesenchyme. Genetic inactivation or small 
molecule blocking of WNT signal transduction leads to a loss of Grem1 
expression in the distal mesenchyme.  
In a previous study, mutants of Hox A and D cluster (PrxCre; HoxAc/c; D-/-) 
were shown to disrupt distal-anterior expansion of the Grem1 expression 
(Sheth et. al., 2013). However, in these mutant mouse embryos hand plate 
formation was altered and additionally Fgf8 expression was absent from the 
anterior AER, revealing a general disruption in AP axis polarity. Removing the 
Gli3 gene from the above mentioned genetic background restores the 
posterior Grem1 expression domain, implying that the late dependency of 
Grem1 expression in the anterior mesenchyme is secondary to its initial 
expression in limb buds. 
Previous experiments using genetic manipulation of the WNT pathway 
revealed the requirement of the WNT pathway for the limb bud outgrowth (Hill 
et. al., 2005). The constitutive activation of WNT signal transduction by 
deletion of the β-Catenin exon3 in mouse embryos led to the up-regulation of 
Bmp and Grem1 expression in the limb buds. The authors concluded that the 
increase in Grem1 expression is secondary effect to the up-regulation of 
Bmps. My analysis provides good evidence in favor of a direct dependence of 
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Grem1 on WNT signaling in the distal mesenchyme, as Grem1 expression is 
rapidly lost while Bmp expression remains. In colon cancer, a synergistic 
effect of aberrant WNT signaling on Grem1 expression was recently 
established (Davis  et. al., 2015). The colorectal mouse model ApcMin/+ (with a 
truncated adenomatous polyposis coli gene) develops tumors due to 
activation of the WNT pathway. Specific conditional deletion of Grem1 led to a 
reduction of polyp burden in ApcMin/+ mice (Davis et. al., 2015). This effect 
might be due to the regulation of Grem1 levels by the WNT pathway. In 
agreement, it was shown that the WNT effector TCF7L2 and intestine specific 
transcription factor CDX2 interact with an enhancer element upstream of 
Grem1 gene to upregulate its expression as it associates with Grem1 
overexpression in colorectal cancer patients (Lewis  et. al., 2014).  
Thus, crosstalk between WNT and BMP signaling pathways is important 
during development and disease. In fact, additional studies have revealed the 
importance of the crosstalk of these two pathways for limb bud morhogenesis. 
The expression of WNT antagonist Dkk1 is regulated by Bmp4 during 
apoptosis (Groteworld  and Rüther, 2002, Mukhopadhyay et. al., 2001). Dkk1 
mutant limbs are syndactylous (Mukhopadhyay et. al., 2001).  Bmp-Sox9-Wnt 
Turing model in combination with limb bud culture system indicated the 
interactions between BMP and WNT are essential correct patterning of the 
digits, where SOX9 was in the core of the model (Raspopovic et. al., 2014). 
Our genetic analysis by inhibiting β-Catenin in the hand plate pointed to 
similar experimental and simulation results from this study, where WNT 
pathway was inhibited specifically in the digit forming stages (Raspopovic et. 
al., 2014). 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
I followed two main lines of investigations as part of my systems analysis of 
limb bud development. Firstly, I quantitated cell numbers, proliferation and 
growth rate to gain insights into the volume and shape change dynamics 
during limb bud development. The use of OPT imaging was also an important 
technique to gain an understanding of the shape and gene expression 
domains in mutant limb buds. In addition, the OPT analysis provided the basis 
for the second aim of my PhD thesis namely the generation of a realistic limb 
bud shape frame for gene network simulations.  
However, OPT precludes cellular resolution, which is becoming 
important to understand the cellular dynamics of organogenesis. With the 
recent development the light sheet microscopy (LSM), cellular resolution can 
now be achieved for live imaging of small embryos such as zebra fish 
(Huisken  et. al., 2004). By merging LSM with OPT, the high-resolution 
tracking of fluorescent signals can be combined with good anatomy structure 
resolution (Bassi  et. al., 2015). The method applies a spiral rotation for OPT 
with focal depth of LSM and LED back illumination in combination with 
sCMOS cameras allow rapid image acquisition. This multimodal-imaging 
platform enables much faster creation of live images than OPT (Bassi et. al., 
2015). This and similar live imaging methods will enable imaging of mouse 
embryos and in particular limb bud development with cellular resolution. This 
might provide even better tools for real data acquision for in silico simulations 
of limb bud development. However, culturing mouse limb buds for prolonged 
periods remain challenging (Raspopovic et .al., 2014). 
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Our in silico limb bud model simulations allow testing the robustness 
and the scaling of the molecular networks and the limb bud development. 
Robustness is a central and essential feature of evolvable systems (Kitano, 
2004). The flexibility of a robust system favors its evolvability and robust traits 
are often co-selected during evolution (Kitano , 2004). The gene expression 
patterns of limb bud at early stages are similar among rather different species 
such as the mouse, chicken and bovine although limb bud sizes are rather 
different. These similarities are termed scaling among different species. The 
exact mechanisms of scaling among differently sized embryonic structures 
from different species are still rather elusive. Determination of the accurate 
spatial dynamics of mouse and chicken limb bud development will allow the 
geometry and impact on scaling, thus allow the analysis of evolutionary 
aspects. Recent analysis of Drosophila wing discs development suggests that 
pre-steady-state dynamics and the advection of cell-bound ligand in a growing 
tissue can underline scaling (Fried and Iber, 2014). We have initiated similar 
simulations of chicken limb bud development as presented here for in mouse 
limb buds, which should enable us to test for scaling. However, manual model 
creation, parameterization and parameter screening are all very laborious. 
Therefore we have initiated attempts toward automated parameter inference 
for the initial stages of limb bud development (Velten et. al., 2014; Appendix, 
Publication 5). The implementation of automated parameter screens and 
sensitivity analysis might be able to improve our in silico limb bud gene 
network simulations and gain more insight into scaling and the robustness of 
the systems and gene interactions. 
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Our OPT analysis and modeling approach has facilitated the 
formulation of a novel mechanism for the regulation of the Grem1 by 
ectodermal factors. The regulation of Grem1 by WNTs likely provides an 
additional AER ectoderm to the DV restricted Grem1 expression with in turn 
will feed into the SHH/GREM1/AER-FGF feedback signaling system. Its 
modulation by WNT signaling might be essential for the proliferative 
expansion of progenitors and/or for initiating chondrogenesis and digit 
identities at later stages.  
Finally, our in silico model and the quantitative datasets will be an 
asset to understand the dynamics of growth control and patterning during 
progression of limb bud development. Cell-based models of the limb bud 
development can be implemented using numbers of proliferating 
mesenchymal progenitors to address cell division rates and to model the 
potential effects of this expansion on morphogen gradients. These models 
should aid the understanding of cellular dynamics during limb bud outgrowth 
and condensation of the cells during initiating chondrogenesis. With 
increasingly realistic multi scale modeling, in silico genetics will be likely 
become a possibility and powerful tool for improved experimental designs 
(Iber and Zeller, 2012). 
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11. APPENDIX 
 
 
 
Publication 1: Smad4 is required to induce digit ray primordia 
and to initiate the aggregation and differentiation of 
chondrogenic progenitors in the mouse limb buds   
 
In this manuscript, limb buds that are deficient for Smad4 in the limb bud 
mesenchyme were studied. This conditional deletion was done by Prx-Cre 
mediated Smad4 deletion. I performed OPT analysis that are in the Figures 4 
and 8 and found that the Sox9 expression in the mutant limbs are thickened in 
the mutant limbs in the early stages onwards. Additionally, I showed that 
Decorin expression is excluded from the digit condensation regions in the WT 
limbs, where as it was expressed throughout the hand plate in the mutants. 
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Publication 2: Attenuated sensing of SHH by Ptch1 underlies 
evolution of bovine limbs  
In this manuscript, I performed OPT analysis of the mouse and bovine 
limbs and confirmed that Ptch1 is not up-regulated in the bovine limb bud 
mesenchyme. The results are published as part of Figure 3 and extended 
Figures 3 and 4. 
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Publication 3: An interplay between geometry and signaling 
enables robust lung branching morphogenesis 
 
For this project, I produced embryos that harbor GFP signal in the lung 
epithelium by crossing the Shh-Cre-GFP and β-actin-GFP mice, and I did the 
mouse colony maintenance and animal crosses.   
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Publication 4: Simulating Organogenesis in COMSOL: Image-
based modeling 
 
I was involved in concept development and limb bud geometry production 
for this project. 
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Publication 5: Image-based parameter inference for spatio-
temporal models of organogenesis 
 
I provided the real limb bud geometries and was involved for the gene 
expression pattern comparison analysis for this work. 
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